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Abstract

Cavity Polarization Tuning for Enhanced Quantum Dot Interactions
by
Johnathon Andrew Frey
Cavity enhanced interactions of light and matter have promising applications in quantum information technology. In particular, semiconductor quantum dots are extremely
good candidates for single photon sources. Quantum dots have strong optical properties
and can be directly embedded into photonic devices. Micropillar cavities with embedded
quantum dots can be grown and fabricated, all with the use of mature semiconductor
technology. Typically, microcavities are fabricated with a finite polarization mode splitting. Such splitting is detrimental in most applications, including the generation of single
photons. The mechanisms that produce birefringence in semiconductor micropillar cavities are discussed in detail, and methods to eliminate such effects are discussed. A fine
tuning method is presented, which is used to independently tune the cavity polarization
splitting and quantum dot resonance. The fine tuning method makes use of the linear
electro-optic effect to alter the birefringence of a single mirror. With high resolution reflection spectroscopy, the dynamics of a quantum dot in a polarization degenerate cavity
are studied. Interactions are discussed, both in the context of classical, and quantum
mechanical interactions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

The field of quantum optics has proven to be an immensely rich field within physics.
Part of the reason it is so powerful is that the amount of energy of a single photon
at optical frequencies, described as a quantum excitation of a harmonic oscillator, is
much greater than kb T at room temperature. Therefore, experiments are hardly affected
by thermal excitations. Further, photons do not interact with themselves, and interact
weakly with matter. Therefore, they exhibit extremely long lifetimes.
Fundamental tests of quantum mechanics have been conducted using photons. Among
the most notable is the violation of Bell’s inequalities in Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen types
of experiments. Such experiments have been performed with polarization entangled photons, both from atomic cascades [1, 2, 3], and spontaneous parametric down-conversion
[4, 5]. In recent years, the prospect of quantum computing and quantum communication
based on photonic systems has led to a huge research effort [6].
Due to the fact that photons interact with their environment so weakly, they do not
suffer from decoherence. This property makes photons good candidates for qubits. The
1
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downside of their non-interacting nature is that it is difficult to build photonic quantum
gates. The difficulty in forcing photons to interact has been the major roadblock to photonic quantum computing. However, breakthroughs have been achieved, which suggest
linear optics as a viable path to quantum computing. In particular, the Knill, Laflamme,
and Milburn, KLM, scheme showed that quantum gates can be implemented with single
photon sources using linear optics and single photon detectors [7]. The scheme essentially
relegates the strong optical non-linearities needed to perform quantum computation to
the sources and detectors. Raussendorf and Briegel, around the same time, proposed a
“one-way quantum computer” [8]. Initially not proposed for photonic circuits, the proposal suggested the use of multi-qubit entangled states called cluster states. With the
initial state prepared, computation is performed by single particle measurements. The
cluster state proposal was further extended to the photonics platform and suggested to
reduce the resource overhead of the original KLM scheme [9].
Rudolph published an extremely optimistic article on the state of photonic quantum
computation using silicon based photonic circuits [10]. The technology of silicon photonics is in a very mature state. Low-loss silicon nitride circuits have been implemented
with over 20 integrated Mach-Zehnder interferometers per square cm [11]. Integrated
photonic circuits have been developed, for example, demonstrating quantum transport
simulations [12], and simulations on molecular dynamics [13]. Additional reviews on
quantum information processing with integrated photonic circuits can be found in References [14, 15]. Single photon detectors, based on superconducting nanowires, have further
been developed to detect photons with > 90% efficiency [16, 17].
Much of the work in photonic quantum information has been performed with downconverted photons. There are, however, downsides to the method, which has motivated
the effort to find new single photon sources. As it is inherently a non-linear process,
the brightness depends on the intensity of the exciting light. The incident power can be
2
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increased to observe more frequent events. However, higher order terms in the downconversion process become non-negligible with increasing power, limiting the purity of
the source. It has been argued that multi-photon emission events are the primary limiting
factor in photonic quantum computing [18].
The work detailed in this thesis concerns the generation of quantum states of light,
generated from quantum dots in micropillar cavities. Quantum dots have been studied
intensively for their optical properties, and ability to be directly embedded into photonic
devices. Their optical properties are a direct consequence of quantum confinement. The
ubiquitous phenomenon has important consequences in many applications. Behaving as
single artificial atoms, quantum dots have provided a new, and technologically critical,
platform for physics previously relegated to atomic systems. Light from a single quantum
dot is inherently quantum, producing only one photon per lifetime of its excited state.
This aspect has motivated work on using quantum dots as single photon sources. In
a quantum dot, a single photon can be created on demand in a single cavity mode.
The probability of creating two or more photons is greatly reduced compared to down
conversion.

1.2

Overview of Single Photon Sources

Antibunching is observed by performing a Hanbury-Brown Twiss experiment, where
photons are incident on a beam splitter and time correlations of photon detections on
both output ports are recorded. Antibunched light will produce zero coincidence events
when there is zero time delay between detectors. Observing antibunching in a HanburyBrown Twiss experiment has historically been challenging due to the relatively low photon
counts in such an experiment. Because photonic interactions with matter are relatively
weak, detecting photons from a single emitter is a challenging task. Detectors with good
3
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quantum efficiency, as well as efficient means to excite and collect light are needed. The
desired light must also be sufficiently filtered from stray sources of background light. Collection efficiency is greatly improved by embedding the emitter inside a cavity. Cavities
also provide a means to increase the interaction strength with an exciting light field. In
a cavity, photons make multiple round trips, and effectively increase the absorption cross
section of the emitter [19].
Antibunching in resonance fluorescence has been observed since the experiments with
cold atoms performed by Kimble et. al. [20], and improved by Short and Mandel [21].
In a landmark experiment, Sodium atoms were excited on resonance with an atomic
transition, and the light was collected with optics, which collect perpendicular to the
excitation beam. The collected photons were sent to a Hanbury-Brown Twiss setup,
which revealed significant antibunching. Two key aspects of the experiment performed
by Kimble are: atoms are excited resonantly, and there is a method to properly filter
the excitation light from the photons emitted from the atom. Antibunching stems from
the fact that the cavity contains only one atom at a time. A second order correlation
function, g (2) (t), quantifying the amount of antibunching, down to 0.5 was measured. At
zero time, g (2) (0) < 1 is evidence of antibunched light.
This thesis is focused on correlated photons from cavity-enhanced quantum dots. The
advances in epitaxy, controlled monolayer growth of crystalline material, have enabled
the growth of extremely high quality semiconductor heterostructures. The field of quantum optics has, therefore, been able to expand into the realm of integrated photonics.
By isolating a single quantum dot, antibunching can be observed. Making use of the
surrounding semiconductor, excitation is perhaps most easily done by electrically injecting carriers into the dot. Electrical injection has been performed on isolated quantum
dots [22], and for quantum dots enhanced in optical microcavities [23]. One can also use
non-resonant optical excitation, first performed by the Yamamoto group without [24],
4
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and with a microcavity [25], and by Michler et. al. in a microdisk [26]. A single photon
source with an oxide-aperture microcavity, following closely the technology of vertical
emitting lasers, was demonstrated by Strauf et. al. [27]. Micropillar oxide-aperture
cavities are used throughout this thesis.
With electrical and non-resonant excitation methods, background light is well separated from the quantum dot light. Isolating a single dot, and increasing collection efficiency, can be achieved with various levels of processing. Microcavities can be fabricated
around a quantum dot, which enhance the interaction strength with the cavity field. Resonant experiments, though, are much harder to perform because spectral filtering is not
available. Isolation of the quantum dot light in resonance fluorescence experiments can
be done by exciting through the side of a device [28, 29]. Fluorescence is then collected
in a separate optical mode than the mode of the exciting light.
Besides filtering through a separate spatial mode, polarization is the most standard
method of filtering light from resonantly excited quantum dots. Typically, a linearly
polarized excitation beam is used to excite the system. A polarizer, which is crossed
90◦ with the incident light, must be used to extinguish the exciting light. Polarization
rotated light, induced by a quantum dot, is allowed through the polarizer. Neutral
quantum dots always exhibit some degree of fine structure splitting between linearly
polarized transitions [30]. Therefore, the polarization of incident linearly polarized light
can be rotated if it is not perfectly aligned with one of the quantum dot axes.
Resonant excitation provides the cleanest method of exciting a quantum dot. As the
excitation light is further off resonance, the carriers need more pathways to relax to the
quantum dot ground state. The relaxation process introduces timing jitter. Additional
power needed for excitation will lead to more carriers around the dot. The extra carriers introduce charge noise and spectral diffusion. Therefore, non-resonant excitation is
undesirable for producing subsequent indistinguishable photons.
5
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The introduction of microcavities leads to the field of cavity quantum electrodynamics. Microcavities can be fabricated well enough to observe Purcell enhancement, where
the excited state emission rate increases. The strong coupling regime is obtained in the
case that the coupling strength to a single emitter is much greater than the cavity decay
and excited state decay rates. The regime is described by coherent interactions of emitted
photons, which stay in the cavity long enough to interact with the emitter multiple times.
The states of the system in the strong coupling regime are described by polaritons.
The photon blockade method provides a promising avenue towards reliable single
photon sources. The polariton splitting in the strong coupling regime displays a nonlinear dependence on the number of photons, allowing only single photon transitions to be
transmitted. The photon blockade effect was first demonstrated in an atomic system with
optically cooled Caesium [31, 32], and repeated with quantum dots in photonic crystals
[33]. A cross polarization method is still typically used for these experiments, and the
method relies strictly on the strong coupling regime to be effective. For semiconductor
systems, strong coupling with a microcavity is extremely difficult to achieve. It is still
possible, with perfect in-coupling to the cavity, for the cavity itself to spatially filter all
excitation light [34]. However, this method is also extremely demanding.
A perfect single photon source is defined by its ability to produce one, and only one,
photon in a well defined temporal and spatial mode. The purity, usually described by
the second order correlation function, should be zero for zero time delay, i.e. g (2) (0) = 0.
Quantum information applications, further, greatly rely on the production of indistinguishable photons. A number of systems have been developed for single photon generation [35]. Most rely on the use of non-resonant excitation, or resonant excitation with
a post-selection polarizer. In elliptical cavities, resonant excitation without a polarizer
has been demonstrated, but this method sacrifices the ability to choose, arbitrarily, the
excitation angle [14].
6
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Microcavity Quantum Dot Single
Photon Sources

The system presented in this thesis is a single quantum dot coupled to a microcavity.
Longitudinal confinement of the cavity is provided by two distributed Bragg reflectors
(DBRs), and transverse confinement is provided by an oxide aperture. The device is
shown schematically in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.1 (a) shows the experimental procedure
for producing single photons. Resonant excitation and emission of photons from the
quantum dot results in antibunched light. The incident light is polarized at the input. In
order to filter the resonant excitation beam, a polarizer at the output, oriented 90◦ with
the incident light, is used. Photons, which are rotated by the quantum dot, are allowed
through the back polarizer.
Figure 1.1 (b) is a schematic of the microcavity device. The two DBR mirrors form
a planar Fabry-Perot cavity. Embedded in the cavity region is an oxide aperture, which
confines the light field in the transverse direction. Contact layers, represented by green
and red, provide electrical control of the quantum dot energy. The contact layers are
embedded in the device around the cavity region. Isolated mesas must either be contacted
from the top and bottom of the device directly, or through subsequent processing steps,
which route wires to a bonding pad on the device. Etched vias, or trenches, allow
convenient electrical access to the microcavity region. Figure 1.1 (c) is a microscope
image of a fabricated device. The open mesa design provides electrical channels to the
cavity without directly contacting the mesa. With this design, multiple cavities can be
fabricated in an array, which can all be contacted with one bonding pad. A scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image of a cavity is included showing the etched trenches,
which expose the oxide layer.
The lifetime of an excited state in an atom or quantum dot is typically calculated
7
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the microcavity-quantum dot device. Resonant excitation
with pre and post-selection is shown in (a). Quantum dot induced polarization rotations produce antibunched light on the output of the back polarizer when crossed
90◦ with the incident polarization. In (b), a schematic device is shown. Two DBRs
form a planar Fabry-Perot. The n and p-doped contact layers are embedded near the
cavity region. The zoom in shows the oxide aperture and layer of quantum dots. An
array of cavities, with a three fold open cavity design, is shown in (c), along with an
SEM image of a single cavity.
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through first order perturbation theory with the electric dipole approximation [36]. The
inclusion of the emitter in an optical cavity modifies the optical density of states, and the
transition rate is modified. The effect was first described by Purcell [37]. For a transition
on resonance with a cavity of mode volume, V , and quality factor, Q, the lifetime is
reduced by
F =

3Qλ3 0
.
4π 2 V M

(1.1)

F is called the Purcell factor. λ is the wavelength of the light, 0 is the free space dielectric constant, and M is the dielectric constant of the material. Lifetime measurements
revealing Purcell enhancement of quantum dot emission were first performed by Gerard
et. al. [38]. Measurements on dots outside of cavities reveal that the lifetime is strongly
dependent on the charge state, and exhibits variation according to the size of the dot
[39, 40, 41]. For neutral dots, lifetimes of ∼1 ns are typical, and Purcell factors close to
∼10 with state of the art microcavity fabrication can be observed. Charge noise, spin
noise, and magnetic noise can introduce pure dephasing [42, 43].

1.4

Polarization Entanglement and Other Methods

The work in this thesis is centered around neutral exciton transitions. Different
mechanisms exist in quantum dots, which are profoundly important for photonic quantum
information. Such details go beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, a brief overview
of important processes is given.
Through the bi-exciton decay of a quantum dot, polarization entangled photons can
be obtained directly [44, 45]. The Coulomb repulsion between the single and bi-exciton
splits the two emissions in energy. The energy difference is useful, providing a relatively
strong virtual state for resonant two photon absorption to the bi-exciton state [46, 47].
9
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The emission cascade, then, proceeds through the single exciton. The energy of the
exciting state can be filtered spectrally. So long as the fine structure splitting of the
single exciton is small, the cascade process produces polarization entangled photons.
The Coulomb repulsion presents an additional challenge for fabricating microcavities,
as would be necessary to use the bi-exciton as a deterministic entangled photon source.
A cavity must be bi-modal to support the two emission energies of the cascaded photons.
It is possible to fabricate high quality bi-modal cavities, but fine tuning two quantum dot
resonances to each mode is a challenge. Advances towards cavity enhanced bi-exciton
generation include coupled micropillar cavities [48] and circular Bragg gratings [49].
Two photon absorption and emission using the single exciton has been proposed [50].
Two photon process from the single exciton provide the benefit of being able to select the
virtual state, through which one photon decays, with the cavity alone. Spectral filtering
can isolate the exciting light. The cross section of these transitions is extremely small,
and without additional symmetry breaking mechanisms like an applied electric field, the
optical selection rules do not allow two photon transitions. To date this method has not
yet been successfully implemented.
A different two color excitation scheme has been developed where a chirped pulse
is split into two pulses, which average but do not overlap the resonance frequency of
the cavity-quantum dot system [51]. The method, again, enables spectral filtering of
resonantly excited dot light. To implement the scheme, though, the quality factor of the
cavity is kept relatively low compared to state of the art cavities.

1.5

Outline of Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 the necessary principles in quantum optics are outlined, from second quantization of the electromagnetic field to the
10
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Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian. Discussion of antibunching and two-photon interference
is included, with results from our quantum dot-cavity system. The properties of the
quantum dot devices, which are grown by the Bowers group at the UCSB epitaxy lab,
are discussed in Chapter 3, as well as measurements of single quantum dots via microphotoluminescence and reflection spectroscopy. The primary contributions of this thesis
are from the fabrication of polarization degenerate microcavities. Chapter 4 discusses the
design and fabrication of the microcavities. The issues of birefringence and cavity polarization mode splitting, which must be overcome, are detailed in this chapter. Restoration
of polarization mode splitting via an electro-optic tuning method is presented in Chapter
5. Chapter 6 presents quantum optics phenomena, which are studied using polarization
degenerate, or near polarization degenerate cavities. The results in this chapter are the
result of a close collaboration with the quantum optics group at Leiden University. Two
results are presented: strongly correlated photons, and Unconventional Photon Blockade.

11

Chapter 2
Quantum Optics
In this chapter, the relevant topics within quantum optics are briefly presented. First,
the second quantization of electromagnetic waves is introduced, followed by a discussion
of quantum coherence functions and coherent states of radiation. Next, quantum interference at a beam splitter is introduced, which is an important property for quantum
computing with linear optics. Finally, the complete quantum description of interactions
of a quantum dot (or a general two level system) with light in an optical cavity, i. e. the
Jaynes-Cummings model, is explained. The discussion includes results with and without
dissipative interactions. Many textbooks cover the topics presented. In particular, the
textbook by Gerry and Knight is closely followed here [52].

2.1

Quantum States of Light

Second quantization of the electromagnetic field follows from identifying the quantum
harmonic oscillator, described by the Hamiltonian,

Ĥ =


1 2
p̂ + ω 2 q̂ 2 ,
2
12
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with a single optical mode of the radiation field. The operators q̂ and p̂ are related to
the integrated energy associated with electric and magnetic fields in the mode. In terms
of creation, â† , and annihilation, â operators, the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian takes
the form


1
†
,
Ĥ = ~ω â â +
2

(2.2)



and the operators, â† and â satisfy the commutation relation â, â† = 1.
The eigenstates of the Hamiltonian in Equation 2.2 are photon number states, |ni, or
Fock states. The operator â† â is called the number operator, and its eigenvalues are the
number of photons, n, in the field. The action of â† and â on an arbitrary state are given
√
√
by â |ni = n |n − 1i, and â† |ni = n + 1 |n + 1i. For a single optical mode, the states
|ni form a complete orthonormal basis. It turns out pure number states are extremely
non-classical. General states are given by a superposition of number states.

2.2

Second Order Coherence

In an average measurement of power, such as that of a standard photodiode, only
an average rate of photon events is recorded. The information on photon statistics must
be revealed through measurements of the correlation functions. The theory of photon
coherent states and quantum correlation functions can be mainly attributed to the work of
Glauber [53, 54], who sought out a quantum formulation of optics in terms of correlations
of photon measurements in different spatial or temporal modes. The work of HanburyBrown and Twiss, was the first to present an experiment, which measures correlations in
intensity, or photon numbers [55, 56].
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The normalized second order correlation function, g 2 (τ ), is defined as

g (2) (τ ) =

hI (t) I (t + τ )i
,
hI (t)i2

(2.3)

where I (t) and I (t + τ ) are intensities at times t and t+τ . To derive a quantum mechanical formulation of Equation 2.3, the electric field can be separated into its positive and
negative frequency components, E + and E − , corresponding to absorption and emission
processes. These are directly related to the operators â† and â. Information on the field
is only obtained through measurements, which destroy the state. Glauber noted that the
action of a perfect photodetector is represented only by the positive frequency component
of the field, or â, which alone is not Hermitian. The photodetector, after absorbing a
photon from the field, makes a transition from one state to another, and is assumed to
be immediately read out and reset to its initial state.
Correlations in time are of primary interest here, although the theory is applicable
to both spatial and time correlations. The rate of coincidences on two detectors, which
detect photons at times t and t + τ , is

G(2) (t, t + τ ) = E − (t) E − (t + τ ) E + (t + τ ) E + (t) ,

(2.4)

which is normalized according to

g (2) (t, t + τ ) =

hE − (t) E − (t + τ ) E + (t + τ ) E + (t)i
hE − (t) E + (t)i hE − (t + τ ) E + (t + τ )i

(2.5)

A field is second order coherent if g (2) (t, t + τ ) = 1.
A single mode traveling wave, retaining only the time dependence, is written as
r
+

−

E =E +E =i


~ω
âe−iωt + â† e+iωt ,
20 V
14
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where ω is the frequency of the light, 0 is the free space dielectric constant, and V is the
mode volume. Equation 2.5 can be evaluated for the single mode field of Equation 2.6,
and yields
g (2) (τ ) = 1 +

(∆n̂)2 − hn̂i
hn̂i2

.

(2.7)

The notation is simplified on the left hand side. The result shows that for a single mode
field, the second order correlation function must be independent of time. If it happens
that (∆n̂)2 < hn̂i, then g (2) (τ ) < 1, which is evident of sub-Poissanian statistics. Such
is a completely quantum phenomenon. It can be shown further that multimode and
thermal fields take on a values in the range 1 < g (2) (τ ) < 2 [52].
From Equation 2.5, it is evident that one way of defining a field to be completely
second order coherent is by requiring the numerator factorize according to

E − (t) E − (t + τ ) E + (t + τ ) E + (t) = E − (t) E + (t)

E − (t + τ ) E + (t + τ ) . (2.8)

This condition is exactly satisfied for eigenstates of the annihilation operator, â. Definite
eigenstates exist for â with complex eigenvalues, as â is not Hermitian. The solution to
the eigenvalue problem, â |Ψi = α |Ψi , is given by

 ∞
1 2 X αn
√ |ni .
|Ψi = exp − |α|
2
n!
n=0

(2.9)

It can be shown that the quantity |α|2 is the mean photon number of the field. Taking
the expectation value of the photon number operator n̂ = â† â, the mean photon number
can be evaluated

2

hΨ |n̂| Ψi = exp − |α|

∞
∞
X
X
|α|2n
|α|2n
2
2
= exp − |α| |α|
.
(n
−
1)!
n!
n=1
n=0
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With the definition of the exponential, Equation 2.10 becomes

hΨ |n̂| Ψi = |α|2 .

(2.11)

The variance, ∆n2 = hΨ |n̂2 | Ψi-hΨ |n̂| Ψi2 , can also be calculated. Following the same
procedure,
Ψ n̂2 Ψ = |α|2 hΨ |n̂| Ψi + |α|2 = |α|4 + |α|2 .

(2.12)

Equation 2.12 leads to
∆n2 = |α|2 .

(2.13)

The variance of a coherent state is the mean photon number. The result is exactly the
result from standard Poissanian statistics. Indeed, the amplitude coefficients describing
the coherent state define precisely a Poisson distribution

|hn |Ψi|2 = exp − |α|2

 |α|2n
.
n!

(2.14)

A field is said to be antibunched if there is a zero probability of observing two photons at the same time (or within a finite time interval). Antibunching is the desirable
property for single photon sources. Antibunching necessarily requires g (2) (0) < g (2) (τ ),
which cannot be fulfilled by a single mode field of the form of Equation 2.6. Zou and
Mandel specifically pointed out that sub-Poissanian statistics and antibunching are separate phenomenon, although both purely quantum mechanical [57]. This distinction will
be revisited in Chapter 6.
Antibunched light fields are represented by g (2) (0) < 1, and is only possible if light
is quantized. For time intervals greater than the lifetime of the quantum dot, the second
order correlation function should approach one. Bunching, g (2) (τ ) > 1, can be present
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away from zero time delay. In the strong coupling regime, discussed in the proceeding
sections, Rabi oscillations are visible in the g (2) (τ ) function [58, 59], evident of an enhanced probability of observing a second photon emission after a time of a single Rabi
cycle. The result is explained by stimulated emission of photons from the cavity. As the
strict condition for strong coupling is hard to achieve for quantum dots, deterministic
single photons are typically generated with a time varying excitation. By exciting the
system with a pulse of temporal width and repetition time smaller than the lifetime of
the quantum dot, single photons can be created in a well-defined temporal bin.
Such is the case in Figure 2.1. The cavity-quantum dot sample is excited with a
pulsed laser with a repetition rate of 12.5 ns. There is a lack of coincidences at zero
time delay. The pulse width, 20 psec, is shorter than the Purcell enhanced lifetime, 100
psec, of the quantum dot. A second photon can only arrive during the next pulse. A
g (2) (0) = 0.037 ± 0.012 is obtained. The presented device is a resonantly pumped fiber
coupled device, as described in Reference [60].

2.3

Path Entanglement and Hong-Ou-Mandel

Consider a 50:50 lossless beam splitter. The reflection and transmission of the beam
splitter is described by the complex reflection and transmission coefficients, r =
t =

√1 .
2

√i
2

and

The complex electric field amplitudes, ei , are related to each other from the

following unitary transformation
1
i
e2 = √ e0 + √ e1
2
2
i
1
e3 = √ e0 + √ e1 .
2
2
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Figure 2.1: Measurement of g 2 (τ ) of a quantum dot embedded in a microcavity.
The cavity-quantum dot system is pumped by a resonant pulsed laser with a 12.5 ns
repetition rate. The lack of coincidences at ∆τ = 0 is indicative of antibunched light.
The data has been published in Reference [60].
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The field transformations are quantized by replacing the electric field with âi , where the
subscripts denote the port of the beam splitter. In line with deriving the correlation
functions, the positive frequency component of the field is kept.
1
â2 = √ (â0 + iâ1 )
2
1
â3 = √ (iâ0 + â1 ) .
2

(2.16)

The time dependence has been dropped in Equation 2.16, ignoring path delays leading
to or after the beam splitter. The adjoint of Equation 2.16 yields the transformation for
â†i

1 
â†2 = √ â†0 − iâ†1
2


1
â†3 = √ −iâ†0 + â†1 .
2

(2.17)

An arbitrary state at the input port is described by appropriate operations on the
vacuum state of the combined Hilbert space of both inputs, |0i0 |0i1 . For example, a single
photon incident on both input ports is â†0 â†1 |0i0 |0i1 . Performing the transformation, then,
leads to the output states of the beam splitter
â†0 â†1 |0i0 |0i1 =



i
1 †
â2 + iâ†3 iâ†2 + â†3 |0i2 |0i3 = √ (|2i2 |0i3 + |0i2 |2i3 ) .
2
2

(2.18)

The above result shows that if two photons are incident on both sides of a beam splitter,
there is a zero probability of observing a single photon in both output ports. The result is
purely quantum mechanical. Extending the procedure, equal number photon states can
be shown to always bunch at a beam splitter, creating so called N00N states. When two
detectors are placed at both outputs of a beam splitter receiving single photons, then the
detectors will never register a coincidence. The experiment was first performed by Hong,
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Ou, and Mandel [61]. A different take on the experiment was subsequently performed
by Shih and Alley [62], which utilized the polarization states of photons incident on a
polarizing beam splitter.
The result of the experiment is typically rationalized according to the bosonic nature
of photons, which leads to a preference for photons to bunch. The result of Equation
2.18 relies on the photons incident on the beam splitter being indistinguishable. In both
experiments above, it was observed that quantum interference occurs in the case that
photons arrive at the beam splitter at the same time. A time difference gives the photons
a distinguishable property. In other words, it reduces the wave function overlap of the
two photons.
The experiment of Pittman et. al. investigated whether photons need to be incident
on a beam splitter at precisely the same time to exhibit interference [63]. Photons
were directed to a polarizing beam splitter in a Shih and Alley-type experiment. The
photons were purposefully made to arrive at different times. A time delay loop after the
beam splitter was inserted to compensate for the different arrival times. The detectors,
therefore, could not reveal this time difference. The experiment showed that photons
arriving at different times on the beam splitter still bunch.
Hong Ou Mandel interference from a microcavity-quantum dot system is presented
in Figure 2.2. The repetition rate of the pulsed laser is 12.5 nsec, which is not readily
tunable. To measure the indistinguishability of subsequent photons, the pulse is split into
two pulses by a Michelson interferometer with two retroreflectors. A fiber based MachZehnder interferometer, with a path delay of 5.2 nsec between the arms, is introduced
before the detectors. The pulse time difference can be fine-tuned to match the path
difference in the Mach-Zehnder. The experiment allows photons emitted by two pulses
to interfere on the last beam splitter. The coincidences in Figure 2.2 indicate a lack of
coincidence counts when photons arrive at the same time. An indistinguishability of 0.9
20
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Figure 2.2: Indistinguishability measurement between subsequent photons produced
from a cavity-enhanced quantum dot. The cavity-quantum dot system is pumped by
a resonant pulsed laser with a 12.5 nsec repetition rate. Emitted photons enter a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer, with one path including a 5.2 nsec delay. The original
pulse is split into two pulses, fine tuned to match the Mach-Zehnder delay with a
Michelson interferometer including a translational mirror in one arm. Coincidences
are measured between two detectors after the last beam splitter. The low peak at zero
time delay is evidence of bunching. The data has been published in Reference [60].
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±0.05 is obtained. As in Figure 2.1, the sample is a fiber coupled, resonantly pumped
quantum dot [60].
The general action of a beam splitter on a photon state creates an entanged state
between two paths. Following the procedure of Equation 2.18, a single photon incident
on a beam splitter transforms as
i
1
â†0 |0i0 |0i1 = √ |1i2 |0i3 + √ |0i2 |1i3 .
2
2

(2.19)

The state represented in Equation 2.19 is one of the maximally entangled Bell states,
usually denoted |Ψ + i. A detection in one path, immediately places the other in the
vacuum state. Path entanglement plays a critical role when cascading optics, such as
in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Applying the unitary transformation to both beam
splitters, it can be shown that a photon entering through one port, can only leave through
a single port. The result is identical to classical wavelike interference, and is observed
despite the fact that photons may enter the interferometer one at a time. Grangier et.
al. verified this property with single photons from an atomic source [64]. Where as path
entanglement of single photons can be reduced to a classical interpretation, Hong Ou
Mandel interference is a distinctively quantum phenomenon, and plays a crucial role in
quantum information processing.

2.4

Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian

Consider the quantized electric field
r
E=


~ω
â + â† .
0 V
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Equation 2.20 is the quantized field of a single cavity mode, i.e. a standing wave. Note
the time dependence is dropped compared to Equation 2.6. The position dependence is
further dropped for simplicity, and it is assumed the atom or quantum dot is located at
a field anti-node.
Following classical correspondence, the atomic transitions are treated as atomic dipoles.
The dipole approximation allows the use of the atomic transition operators, which are
identical to the Pauli spin operators defined by the commutation relations

[σ̂+ , σ̂− ] = σ̂3

(2.21)

[σ̂3 , σ̂± ] = ±2σ̂± .

(2.22)

The interaction Hamiltonian of a dipole in an electric field is given by

ĤInt = −dˆ · Ê,

(2.23)

where d is the dipole moment of the transition. The dipole moment, determined by the
shape and size of the quantum dots, is large in the transverse plane of the growth. The
transitions are linear, separated by the electron-hole exchange interaction [30]. In general,
quantum dots tend not to align with one particular crystal axis [65]. The interaction of
Equation 2.23 is given by


ĤInt = ~g (σ̂+ + σ̂− ) â + â† ,
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where the coupling strength g is defined as
r
g = −d

~ω
0 V

(2.25)

Expanding the operators in Equation 2.24 reveals there are non-energy conserving
terms. It turns out the introduction of the rotating wave approximation eliminates these
terms. Generally, this approximation is adopted. Including the free energy terms of the
cavity field and the atom, the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian is [66]

1
Ĥ = ~ω0 σ̂3 + ~ωâ† â + ~g σ̂+ â + σ̂− â† .
2

(2.26)

The first term in Equation 2.26 is the energy of the atom with frequency ω0 . There
are two eigenvalues, corresponding to the ground and excited states of the atom. The
second term is the energy of the photons in the cavity, which is given by the number of
photons in the cavity. The eigenstates with g = 0 are called the bare states, |ni |ei and
|n + 1i |gi.
With non-zero g, the bare states are coupled. The eigenstates of the full JaynesCummings Hamiltonian are known as the dressed states. It can be verified that the

operators (σ̂+ σ̂− + σ̂− σ̂+ )and â† â + σ̂+ σ̂− are constants. The Hamiltonian in the interaction picture can be written


Ĥ = ~ (ω0 − ω) σ̂+ σ̂− + ~g σ̂+ â + σ̂− â† .

(2.27)

The dressed states can be solved for with the interaction term,

|n+i = sin

Φn
2




|n + 1i |gi + cos

24

Φn
2


|ni |ei ,

(2.28)
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and

|n−i = − cos

Φn
2




|n + 1i |gi + sin

Φn
2


|ni |ei .

(2.29)

The angle, Φn , is defined by
−1

Φn = tan



√

2g n + 1
.
ω0 − ω

(2.30)

The states in Equations 2.28 and 2.29 represent the excitations of the coupled two
level-cavity system. The corresponding eigenvalues are given by


q
1
1
E± (n) = n +
~ω ± ~ (ω − ω0 )2 + 4g 2 (n + 1),
2
2

(2.31)

which shows that the energy splitting of the dressed states are photon number dependent.
The number dependent dressing of states is a property, which only arises in the fully
quantum mechanical description of atom-field interactions. A number of purely quantum
mechanical phenomena arise from the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian. Many textbooks
cover the Jaynes-Cummings model, and a detailed review is given by Shore and Knight
[67].
The equations of motion are typically calculated in the Heisenberg picture. It is
important to note that a semi-classical approximation is often used. What is usually
of interest is the expectation value of an operator. Consider two operators Â, and B̂,
and the operator defined by the product ÂB̂. The semi-classical approximation ignores
D
E D ED E
quantum correlations in the expectation value such that ÂB̂ = Â B̂ [68]. In the
semi-classical approximation, the equations of motion for the expectation values of the
operators, σ̂˙ 3 , â˙ and σ̂˙ + , are given by
D E

σ̂˙ 3 = −2ig hâi hσ̂+ i − â† hσ̂− i ,
25
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D E
â˙ = −i (ω hâi + g hσ̂− i) ,

(2.33)

D E
σ̂˙ + = iω0 hσ̂+ i − ig â† hσ̂3 i .

(2.34)

It was encountered in the framework of measuring the second order coherence, and
is universal in quantum mechanics, that a measurement must be performed to reveal
any information about the system. The Jaynes-Cummings model constitutes a highly
idealized system, which is completely isolated from the outside world. Therefore, in
practice, it is impossible to realize the exact Jaynes-Cummings model. The introduction
of cavity loss and atomic decay rates must come into play. Where the Jaynes-Cummings
Hamiltonian still shines is where the atom-cavity coupling greatly exceeds the losses in
the system. This condition is known as the strong coupling regime, which is difficult to
achieve with semiconductor microcavities. Current progress, however, has pushed close
to this limit.
A completely coherent Hamiltonian can be formulated by representing the outside
system as a collection of harmonic oscillators. The reflection and transmission can be
solved with input output theory [69]. This type of problem was studied in the context
of semiconductor microcavities [70, 71]. It is typically assumed that the semi-classical
assumption gives a good approximation of the dynamics. The weak excitation limit is
also typically assumed, where hσ̂3 i = − 21 . The reflection of a cavity-quantum dot system
with these assumptions can be solved for [72, 73, 74]

r = 1 − ηin

where ∆ =

2(ωl −ω)
κ

and ∆0 =

(ωl −ω0 )
.
γ

1
1 − i∆ +

2C
1−i∆0

,

(2.35)

ωl is the laser frequency, κ is the cavity loss rate,
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and γ is the spontaneous emission rate. ηin is the coupling efficiency. The cooperativity
is given by C =

g2
.
κγ

Equation 2.35 describes a Lorentzian cavity dip, superimposed with

an additional Lorentzian peak inside of the cavity at the quantum dot resonance. Off
resonance, the lineshape can exhibit a Fano pattern [75].
Even if the system is not in the strong coupling regime, a single atom, or quantum
dot, strongly coupled to a cavity mode can reverse the reflection/transmission of a cavity.
Waks and Vuckovic pointed out that the condition for observing a strong non-linearity
is that there exist a Purcell factor F > 1, where the cavity mode volume is small enough
to shorten the emitter lifetime on resonance with the cavity [71].
Figure 2.3 shows a calculated reflection spectrum of a cavity enhanced quantum dot in
the weak excitation regime. A qualitative interpretation is given by the fact that radiating
modes are restricted to the cavity mode, funneling the fluorescence into the cavity. In
the calculation g = 2 GHz, γ = 0.1 GHz, and κ = 8 GHz. The coupling efficiency, ηin ,
is set to one. The calculation represents a symmetrical cavity, with perfect in-coupling,
allowing the reflection dip to reach zero. The experimental values represent optimistic,
but realistic, values. The cooperativity is in the regime where polariton splitting is barely
resolvable. Therefore, the peak appears wider than the emitter lifetime because of the
appearance of the dressed states. With more loss, and weaker coupling, the width of the
peak would more closely reflect the radiative lifetime of the dot.

2.5

Dissipative Interactions

The above section outlines the basic semi-classical theory of interactions of a quantum dot and a single cavity mode field. Because measurements are made from observable
quantities outside the cavity, the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian isn’t complete in describing the system. Further, losses in the system play a fundamental role. The general
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Figure 2.3: (Left) Diagram indicating the effect of constricting emission of a single
emitter to a single cavity mode. (Right) calculated spectrum, with reasonable experimental values, of a Purcell enhanced quantum dot in a microcavity. g = 2 GHz,
γ = 0.1 GHz, and κ = 8 GHz.

Hamiltonian for a system and a reservoir is represented by

Ĥ = ĤS + ĤR + ĤSR .

(2.36)

ĤS is the system Hamiltonian, ĤR is the reservoir Hamiltonian, and ĤSR is the interaction
between the system and the reservoir. ĤS is the standard Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian,
ĤR is a collection of harmonic oscillators, and ĤSR are the interaction terms coupling
photons from outside to inside the cavity. A quantum master equation can be derived
for the system, which is left to the literature [76]. The Markovian approximation is used
for the work in this thesis, which neglects coherent interactions between the system and
the reservoir.
Operators describing gain or loss, in general, are non-Hermitian. States prepared in
a pure state do not generally remain so, and so the density operator, ρ̂, must be used to
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describe dynamics of the system. The density operator can be defined by

ρ̂ =

X

pi |ψi i hψi | ,

(2.37)

i

for a mixed state. pi is the probability of being in the state |ψi i. The time evolution of
the density operator is the von Neumann equation
i
ih
ρ̂, Ĥ .
ρ̇ˆ =
~

(2.38)

Equation 2.38 is also written in terms of the Liouvillian superoperator, L

i~ρ̇ˆ = Lρ̂.

(2.39)

The expectation value of an operator is given by
D E
h i
Â = Tr ρ̂Â .

(2.40)

Including a coherent drive, the Jaynes-Cummings model in a frame rotating at the
drive frequency is given by [77]


1
Ĥ = ~ (ωl − ω0 ) σ̂+ σ̂− + ~ (ωl − ω) â† â + i~g σ̂+ â + σ̂− â† + i~η â† − â .
2

(2.41)

η is the strength of the electric field. At optical frequencies, thermal excitations from the
reservoir are negligible. The relevant relaxation mechanisms are spontaneous emission
of the atom, the cavity decay rate, and dephasing mechanisms. With the Markovian
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assumption the density matrix evolution is given by
h
i κ
dρ̂
γ
γ∗
= − Ĥ, ρ̂ + D̂ [â] ρ̂ + D̂ [σˆ+ ] ρ̂ + D̂ [σ̂3 ] ρ̂.
dt
2
2
2

(2.42)

Excluding dephasing, including the assumptions that quantum correlations can be
neglected, and setting the quantum dot expectation value to the ground state energy,
the semi-classical formula can be found for the annihilation operator. There is a package
for Python, QUTIP, used for numerically solving Equation 2.42 [78, 79], when these
assumptions do not apply. The general dynamics of the system are either solved through
numerically computing the coupled differential equations, or through implementing a
Monte Carlo simulation of quantum jumps.

2.6

Classical Polarized Equations

The quantum dot-cavity interaction can be put into a completely classical context.
The problem is precisely that of two coupled cavities, separated by a weakly reflecting
mirror. The weak mirror, in this case, is a layer of quantum dots. It is easy to see, through
a coupled mode analysis, that the coupling of two cavities results in mode splitting of the
isolated cavity modes [80]. The general applicability of coupled mode theory motivates
the use of describing the quantum dot-microcavity system in completely classical terms.
The classical transmission can be derived, in a slightly ad-hoc manner, by assigning
a Lorentzian spectral dependence to the leaky mirror representing the quantum dots.
Further, the classical approach is easily extendable to the case of polarized cavities and
quantum dot transitions. The transmission of the polarized system can be derived in the
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form [81, 82, 74]






−1

0 

 i∆H

t2x2 = ηout I2x2 − 
 + R−θQD XRθQD 
0
i∆V

.

(2.43)

ηout is the out-coupling efficiency. The parameters ∆ and ∆0 describe the round trip
c
c
and ∆0 = 2 ωl −ω
. X
phase for the cavity and the quantum dot respectively. ∆ = 2 ωl −ω
κ
γ

here describes the general interaction of the quantum dot with the light field. RθQD is the
standard two level rotation matrix, and θQD is the angle between the quantum dot and
the excitation light. X is diagonal in the cavity basis for the linearly polarized neutral
quantum dot




 φH 0 
X=
,
0 φV
where φi =

2Ci
,
1−∆0i

(2.44)

and Ci is the cooperativity used in Equation 2.3.

The amount of single photon light extracted from resonant excitation and postselection can be derived by including a polarizer in detection. Information on photon
statistics necessarily disappears in a classical description. In the simple cross polarization case, though, the quantum dot light can be completely separated from the coherent
drive light, and treated as a perfect antibunched source. No single photon light occurs
in the limit that the quantum dot is excited exactly along its axis, or if the quantum dot
displays zero fine structure splitting, as no polarization rotation can be induced.
Although, not grounded in rigorous assumptions, the classical model reproduces exactly the semi-classical formalism in the limit of weak excitation. Effects, such as saturation and pure dephasing are not present in either case. The classical formalism is
particularly useful to describe the polarization rotations induced by a linearly polarized
quantum dot, and has the advantage of being very easy to work with. The classical
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model agrees with experiments on polarization tomography, which have been suggested
to be a benchmark for studying deviations from the semi-classical behavior [43].

2.7

Conclusion

The theory in this chapter sets the stage for understanding the generation of single
photon sources and the quantum dynamics of quantum dots interacting with bi-modal
cavities. Single photon sources for quantum information processing must be perfectly
pure, possesing a g (2) (0) = 0. Subsequent photons must also be indistinguishible, such
that the photons display Hong-Ou-Mandel interference at a beam splitter. In a polarization degenerate cavity, with certain assumptions, the quantum dot behaves as a
single photon polarization rotator. Single photons can be generated in cross polarization, then, as the coherent drive is blocked and antibunched quantum dot light is allowed
through. Such a description can be modeled well with completely classical dynamics. A
complete description of single photon generation, though, must be computed with the
Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian including loss. Interesting physical phenomenon arise in
the quantum description. These phenomenon are discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 3
Quantum Dot Properties and
Characterization
The consequences of quantum confinement of electronic states in semiconductors are
critical in optics applications. As a result, quantum dots have been intensively studied. Quantum dots are primarily produced by direct lithography, self-assembly during
semiconductor growth, and colloidal chemistry. The quantum dots in this thesis are
self-assembled InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).
This chapter presents the basic theory of optical transitions in quantum dots, and the
optical characterization experiments at UCSB used to investigate the electronic states of
excitons in quantum dots.

3.1

Optical Transitions in Semiconductors

From Bloch’s theorem, the wavefunctions of electrons and holes in a periodic potential
can be calculated. The result is the formation of bands of quasi-continuous states. In
semiconductors, a band gap forms, where there is an energy range of forbidden electronic
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states. Transitions occur from the initially filled valence band to the empty conduction
band. The angular momentum of the carriers in the bands comes from the addition of
the orbital angular momentum and the spin. The conduction band originates from s-like
atomic states with zero orbital angular momentum, ` = 0. Electrons, with spin s = 12 ,
therefore, carry a total angular momentum quantum number, j = ` + s = 12 , and angular
momentum projection, m = ± 12 . The valence band model, developed by Kane [83], has
three bands. Valence bands arise from atomic p-shell states, with an orbital component
` = 1. Therefore, carriers have j =

3
,
2

and m can take on the values m = ± 32 and

m = ± 12 . The valence band states are degenerate in a bulk crystal at the Γ point, with
crystal momentum k = 0. This ignores a small spin splitting from the lack of inversion
symmetry in the crystal. The split off band, carrying m = ± 12 , is separated from the
direct band edge by the spin-orbit coupling.
Direct band gap materials, such as GaAs and InGaAs, have conduction band minimum and valence band maximum overlapping in k-space. The direct gap allows for
efficient emission of photons because electrons and holes can recombine without the need
of phonons to conserve angular momentum. It is typically sufficient to consider transitions around this direct gap, around the Γ point. The band structure at this point is
parabolic to a good approximation. The bands are represented in Figure 3.1 (a). The
heavy holes have m = ± 23 , and the light holes have m = ± 12 . Heavy holes have a greater
effective mass, therefore they display less curvature. The degeneracy of the heavy holes
and light holes is lifted in quantum confined structures: wells, wires, and dots. The confinement energy is inversely proportional to mass; the difference in the effective masses
of the heavy holes and light holes means the light holes are pushed further away from the
band edge. Ground state transitions occur from the heavy hole band to the conduction
band in the absence of strain related effects.
Through hetero-epitaxy, sequences of different materials can be deposited on top of
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Figure 3.1: (a) Electron energy dispersion diagram around the Γ point in III-V direct
gap materials. Quantum confinement (right) lifts the degeneracy between the heavy
holes and the light holes. The ground state transitions occur from the heavy holes to
the conduction band. (b) One dimensional cross section of the band diagram of an
InGaAs quantum dot. The band gap of InGaAs is less than GaAs, exhibiting type I
band alignment.
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each other without introducing crystal defects. The band gap of a device can be spatially
tuned. Because of the different band gaps, interfaces between different materials produce
an electrostatic potential. The theory for determining band gaps is well formulated, as it
involves properties of bulk crystals. The method of calculating exact band lineups, however, is not always straightforward. The simplest method is Andersons’s rule, for which
the conduction band offset is calculated directly from the difference in electron affinities
of the two materials [84]. Essentially, the materials near the interface are assumed to
exhibit their bulk properties. One can also derive a first principles calculation of band
offsets [85, 86].
In one dimension, the band diagram for an InGaAs quantum dot is shown in Figure
3.1 (b). Exact values of the alloy can vary depending on growth conditions. Thermal
annealing can also lead to intermixing of the alloys at the interface. The band diagram
is type I, whereby both electrons and holes are confined in the quantum dot. Gray lines
indicate quantum confined levels.
The energy splitting of the heavy holes and light holes is large enough so that the
light holes can be neglected in most experiments. The optical ground state transitions of
a neutral quantum dot, in the circular polarization basis, are shown in Figure 3.2. Four
electron-hole spin orientations are allowed. mtotal = ± 2 when the spins are aligned, and
mtotal = ± 1 when the spins are anti-aligned, where mtotal is the total angular momentum
of the electron-hole pair, or exciton. To preserve angular momentum, optical transitions
are allowed to the states with anti-aligned spins. These states are called the bright states.
Excitons prepared in a dark state must interact with the environment to flip one of its
spins before a radiative transition is allowed. Therefore, excitons in this configuration
typically exhibit longer lifetimes. Stranski-Krastanov growth typically yields quantum
dots with non-symmetric shapes. The degeneracy of the neutral bright states is therefore
lifted by the electron-hole exchange interaction [30]. The two transitions are linearly
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Figure 3.2: Circularly polarized ground state transitions of a neutral quantum dot.
The left picture displays the allowed transitions in the band structure. Ground state
transitions are from the heavy hole band. The ket notation in the right picture displays
the possible exciton spin states from the ground state transitions. The bright states
result in electron and hole spins anti-aligned in order to conserve angular momentum.

polarized with their dipole moment transverse to the growth direction.

3.2

Quantum Dot Growth

Three hetero-epitaxy growth modes are possible: Frank-van der Merve (layer-bylayer), Volmer-Weber (island), and Stranski-Krastanov (wetting layer and island). The
growth mode is determined by the energy costs due to strain and surface energy. Materials
with the same crystal structure, and similar lattice constants, can be grown without strain
induced in the new deposited layers. Lattice matched materials generally grow in the
Frank-van der Merve mode. These materials can be grown relatively freely, and resulting
films can be made very thick. For lattice mis-matched materials, strain develops, causing
a tendency for the deposited material to form clusters. In the high strain situation,
Volmer-Weber type growth results, where the deposited material immediately nucleates
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into clusters. An intermediate situation is the Stranski-Krastanov mode. In StranskiKrastanov, the deposited material reduces surface energy by forming a wetting layer of
only a few monolayers thick. Nucleation of clusters results after the formation of the
wetting layer.
InAs exhibits a lattice constant ∼ 7% larger than GaAs [87], making layer-by-layer
growth of InAs on GaAs extremely unfavorable. The Stranski-Krastanov mode of growth
is energetically favorable instead. Quantum dots nucleate into lens shaped clusters after
the initial wetting layer. A typical atomic force microscope image is displayed in Figure
3.3 (a). Quantum dot density can be controlled by tuning the indium flux during growth.
1
From the atomic force microscope image, a density of ∼ 200 µm
2 can be deduced for this

particular growth.
The quantum dots are grown through MBE at a growth temperature of around 500◦ C.
The substrate temperature is used to tune the resonance frequency of the quantum
dots. Atomic diffusion on the surface is faster at higher temperatures, resulting in bigger
quantum dots, which fluoresce at longer wavelengths. Increasing the temperature further
results in desorption of atoms, giving smaller, shorter wavelength quantum dots. The
pattern is demonstrated in Figure 3.3 (b), which shows the photoluminescence spectrum
of four quantum dot calibration samples. The quantum dot distribution is centered at
1020 nm. The dots typically have a wide size distribution, giving a wide distribution of
emission wavelengths. The next peak towards higher energy is the quantum well peak
from the wetting layer. On the far left, the tail of the GaAs band gap emission is visible.
Additional growth details can be found in Appendix A of Reference [88].
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Figure 3.3: (a) Atomic force microscope image of a typical quantum dot sample
without a microcavity. (b) Temperature calibration performed at room temperature
via photoluminescence.

3.3

UCSB Optical Setup

Experiments are conducted at UC Santa Barbara (UCSB) and Leiden University. The
optical setup at UCSB is detailed below. Properties of the samples are probed either
by photoluminescence or reflection. Photoluminescence from quantum dots is measured
from exciting the sample optically, with a laser of energy greater than the GaAs band
gap. Electronic states of quantum dots can be identified from carrier relaxation into the
quantum dot levels. Reflection measurements are performed on microcavities, outlined
in Section 1.3, in order to isolate single quantum dots. High resolution is obtained by
resonantly exciting the system with a narrow linewidth laser. Individual quantum dots
can be identified through Purcell enhancement in the cavities.
Quantization energies are on the order of ∼ 10 meV, therefore, carriers can be thermally excited at room temperature. To prevent this, samples are loaded into a cryostat
and cooled to 6K. The cryostat houses a cold objective, which is positioned directly above
the sample. The cold objective design provides extreme long-term stability; samples do
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not drift after being cooled down. Without a cold objective, the sample must be placed
close to a window, and a long working distance objective must be used to focus light on to
the sample. Lab temperature fluctuations can affect the alignment of the objective with
the sample in the later case. Samples are mounted on thermally conducting substrates.
Copper, alumina, and AlN are typically used. More details of the packaging process are
given in Appendix A. Wires soldered to the packaged device are connected to sockets
inside of the cryostat, which also provide electrical access to the thermometers and piezo
stages (Attocube).

3.3.1

Photoluminescence Measurements

The photoluminescence experiment is shown in Figure 3.4. Fiber coupled light sources
are collimated with 10X objectives. The objectives are all mounted on Elliot stages to
optimize in/out-coupling to and from the fibers. Light is directed through a periscope
above the cryostat window, and directed downwards. Excitation and collection occurs
through the same microscope objective. The photoluminescence is picked off by a dichroic
beam splitter and filtered from excitation light with a long pass filter. The light is then
coupled to a collection fiber. A spectrum of the emitted light is obtained by passing
the light through a 1.25 m long grating spectrometer (SPEX1250M), and the output is
imaged on a liquid nitrogen cooled charge coupled device (CCD). A spectral resolution of
12 pm can be obtained over a 15 nm window. Longer windows are obtained by stitching
multiple spectra together.
An ensemble photoluminescence measurement on a sample of quantum dots, which
are not embedded in a device, is presented in Figure 3.5 (a). The sample is a single
layer of InGaAs quantum dots in GaAs. The sample is pumped with a continuous wave
Titanium Sapphire laser (MSquared Solstice), outputting a wavelength of 780 nm. The
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Figure 3.4: Optical setup for photoluminescence characterization. On the left is the
optical setup. Photoluminescece is collected with a dichroic beam splitter, further
filtered from the excitation laser with a long pass filter before entering a fiber. The
collection fiber is sent to a grating spectrometer and CCD camera.

Figure 3.5: Photoluminescence measurement performed on an ensemble of quantum
dots at 6K. (a) Measurement with 20 µW from 800 nm to 1000 nm displaying the
quantum dot distribution. (b) A zoom in on the band edge. The GaAs band gap is
located at 815 nm. The two peaks close to the band edge emerge at low temperatures
from the formation of bound states at background donor and acceptor atoms.
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excitation power at the objective is 20 µW. Photoluminescence is collected, after being
filtered with a dichroic beam splitter, into a multimode fiber. The multimode fiber is
used to avoid spectral artifacts over the broad range of wavelengths. The quantum dots
shift to a center wavelength of 940 nm after being cooled, the target wavelength for
microcavities. The distribution is far from a normal distribution, with small peaks on
both sides of the center. It is not uncommon for dots to nucleate without a perfect
normal distribution. Bimodal distributions are commonly reported. The peak on the
high energy side could be a set of small dots, or the emergence of the p-shell. The power
is kept low to avoid p-shell emission, however, the finite relaxation time could lead to a
small amount of emitted light even at low power.
The band edge is analyzed closer in Figure 3.5 (b). At 6 K, the GaAs band gap is
at 815 nm. Free exciton emission can be observed at energies above the band gap. The
spectrum around the band edge can exhibit interesting features from the formation of
bound excitons. There is a finite level of background donors and acceptors, leading to
strong bound exciton transitions. Two peaks emerge in the photoluminescence spectrum
around the band edge from donor bound and acceptor bound excitons, which fluoresce
strongly compared to free excitons due to their spatial localization. The bound exciton
emission disappears when warming up, as the thermal energy becomes greater than the
exciton binding energy.
The power dependence of the quantum dot photoluminescence is studied further on
the ensemble measurement. The three dimensional confinement results in atomic like
energy levels, labelled s, p, d... [89]. The normalized intensity with varying power of
the ensemble is shown in Figure 3.6, demonstrating the onset of the higher principal
quantum number states. Three extra peaks emerge at high powers, which is attributed
to the filling of the p and d shells, and finally the wetting layer. The radiative lifetime of
these states is longer than the cascade to the s-shell, therefore requiring high power to
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Figure 3.6: Power dependence of photoluminescence from an ensemble of quantum
dots at 6K. Four states can be identified from 20 µW to 2000 µW, attributed to the
filling of states from the s, p, and d-shells, and finally the wetting layer.
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Figure 3.7: Band diagram of a microcavity device. With a bias applied, the bands
are flattened. The quasi-Fermi levels for the electrons and holes are modified with an
applied bias.

observe them with photoluminescence [90].
In a device, quantum dots are embedded in a p-i-n junction. As a result, there is an
initial built-in electric field, and the bands in the intrinsic region are tilted. As a voltage
is applied to the device, the resonance frequency of the quantum dots tune through
the quantum confined Stark effect. An electric field polarizes the exciton in the dot,
producing a Stark shift leading to a reduction in energy at high field [91]. Around the
cavity region, between n and p-doped contacts, the band diagram is shown in Figure
3.7. The band diagram is simulated using SimWindows. The top diagram is the zero
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Figure 3.8: Quantum confined Stark tuning of quantum dots in a p-i-n device. At
low powers, individual dots can be identified. Quantum dots are visible from 0.75 V
to 1.1 V. At 0.9 V, the transition from the neutral state to the singly-charged state is
apparent. Above 1.1 V, strong background luminescence is visible.
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bias condition, showing the tilting of the bands in the intrinsic region from the built-in
electric field. The bottom diagram shows the simulation with 1.0 V applied to the device
in forward bias. The electric field at forward bias is reduced, resulting in flatter bands.
The quasi-Fermi levels of the electrons and holes are shown in green and blue respectively.
Biasing the device splits the levels in the intrinsic region; the electron level lies closer to
the conduction band while the hole level lies closer to the valence band.
In Figure 3.8, the photoluminescence spectra is measured for dots in an electrically
tunable device. The top mirror is etched away, exposing the p contact. Light is incident on this region. Multiple dots can be identified, along with their tuning behavior.
Typically, a high density of dots is grown, which makes identifying isolated dots difficult.
By pumping at low powers, nevertheless, individual dots can be resolved. The sample
is excited with a few nW, with a 635 nm Fabry-Perot laser. In a p-i-n device, carriers
rapidly tunnel out of the quantum dots from the built-in electric field. The bands must
be flattened to trap carriers long enough to recombine. In this sample, this voltage occurs
at above 0.75 V, where individual dots can be identified. Their energy is shifted higher
as the voltage is increased, which is expected from the quantum confined Stark effect.
As the bias on the device increases, the quantum dot can be occupied with electrons
or holes. The quantum dots are positioned close to the n contact. From Figure 3.7, it is
apparent the electron Fermi level can reach the confined electron states of the quantum
dot. The separate set of transitions above 0.9 V is attributed to charging of the dots with
a single electron. An energy shift is observed due to the Coulomb blockade. Eventually,
tunneling of carriers, and high currents through the device, cause the transitions to
disappear, and strong background luminescence is observed. If positioned closer to the
p-doped region, holes will be trapped in the quantum dot. Electron and hole spins in
quantum dots have important applications in quantum information, which are beyond
the scope of this work. A review is given by Warburton [92].
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Figure 3.9: Optical setup for reflection measurements on microcavities. The laser is
shown on the left. The frequency tuning is calibrated with a Fabry-Perot interferometer. The light is coupled to a single mode fiber and sent to the experiment shown on
the right. Light is collected in single mode fibers, for both the reflection signal and
the laser reference at the beam splitter. Fiber coupled detectors measure the collected
light.

3.3.2

Reflection Measurements

Figure 3.9 shows the optical setup configured to perform resonant reflection measurements. A narrow linewidth tunable laser is needed. An external cavity diode laser is
often used. The scanning range can be calibrated with a 1.5 GHz Fabry-Perot cavity.
The light is polarized with a Glan-Thompson polarizer. The polarizer must be aligned
horizontal or vertical to the table, as the periscope will introduce significant polarization
rotations if the incoming light does not align exactly in s or p orientations of the mirrors.
The periscope optics are aligned to keep reflections at a 90◦ angle. A

λ
2

waveplate is

placed directly above the cryostat window to rotate the exciting polarization. Reflected
light is collected, after being separated by a 90:10 beam splitter, in a single mode fiber
and directed to a silicon avalanche photodiode. The first reflection from the beam splitter
is collected into a fiber and used as a reference to monitor the laser.
As the quantum dot resonance is tuned through the cavity, the reflection spectrum
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Figure 3.10: (a) A typical reflection spectrum with bias on the x-axis. The measurement is performed 45◦ with the cavity axis. The fine structure splitting is identified
in Dot A. Parabolic tuning behavior is evident in Dot B, which occurs near the flat
band condition in the device. (b) A cross section at the voltage of Dot C.

is modified according to the destructive interference induced by the Purcell enhanced
quantum dots. A peak appears in reflection in the vicinity of the normal cavity dip.
In our system, the cavity width is greater than the linewidth of the quantum dot, and
the lineshape closely mimics the lineshape of the quantum dot itself. A relatively high
quantum dot density is grown in order to increase the probability of finding a single
quantum dot. Micropillars can be deterministically fabricated around quantum dots
by performing lithography at cryogenic temperatures after observing photoluminescence
[93].
Figure 3.10 (a) shows a typical reflection spectrum of a cavity as quantum dots are
tuned with an applied voltage. The measurement is performed with the incoming light at
45◦ with the cavity axes. The dark blue horizontal areas correspond to the reflection dips
of the polarized fundamental cavity modes. The cavity displays a polarization splitting
of about 12 GHz. Such is a typical value of the polarization splitting for oxide aperture
microcavities. The cavity modes are denoted H and V.
Multiple quantum dots appear in the spectrum, each indicated by a peak as they
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tune through the cavity. Three of the dots are pointed out here, indicated in Figure 3.10
by A, B, and C. Quantum dot A, near 0.96 V, displays a visible fine structure splitting,
which is closely aligned with the cavity, but slightly off axis. As it is tuned through mode
H, one transition is prominent and the other transition shows up in mode V. There is
some light from both transitions, which couples to the opposite mode because the dot is
not aligned perfectly with the cavity. The dark blue is the result of a Fano-like lineshape
from the dot. The energy shift due to the quantum confined Stark effect often produces
a parabolic shape [91]. The shape is evident in quantum dot B. Typically, this feature
appears at higher voltages, closer to the flat band condition. Quantum dot C has a strong
coupling to the H cavity mode. A cross section at 1.04 V, showing the Purcell enhanced
emission of quantum dot C, is given in Figure 3.10 (b).

3.4

Conclusion

Chapter 3 presents the primary characterization measurements performed on quantum dot samples. Electronic states of quantum dots are verified both with photoluminescence and high-resolution reflection measurements. There are two key aspects presented
in this chapter, which are pertinent for the rest of this thesis. First, quantum dots exhibit
fine structure splitting from the electron-hole exchange interaction, which gives neutral
quantum dot transitions a linear polarization. Second, the quantum confined Stark effect
is needed to fine tune the quantum dot into resonance with the cavity. The linear polarization of the quantum dots allows incident photons to receive a polarization rotation.
The use of the quantum confined Stark effect represents a method of fine tuning, which
is needed for microcavities with a high quality factor. The control method imposes a significant source of birefringence, discussed in the following chapter. A second fine tuning
method, to compensate for the birefringence, is presented in Chapter 5.
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Design and Fabrication of
Micropillar Cavities
Semiconductor microcavities are remarkable in that they greatly increase collection efficiency and enhance the light matter interaction with the embedded material. A number
of methods for fabricating microcavities have been developed [94]. Here, the focus is on
microcavities formed from epitaxially grown DBR mirrors. Two DBRs grown around a
spacer region produce a planar Fabry-Perot interferometer. Transverse confinement is
added with a selective wet oxidation. The oxide shape can be tailored from the shape
of the initial etched mesa. Two patterns have primarily been developed for this work, a
three-fold symmetric radiation sign, and an octagon pattern. The shape of the radiation
sign turns out to be critical for fine tuning the cavity polarization, which is presented in
Chapter 5. This chapter is not meant to be an exhaustive review of all optical properties
of DBR mirrors and microcavities, rather an overview of the most relevant properties
needed to understand birefringent effects in mircropillar cavities.
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Optical Properties of DBR Cavities

A standard method of making high quality mirrors is by alternating quarter wave
layers of materials with different indices of refraction. As waves propagate through the
layers, they are partially reflected at each interface. When the wavelength equals twice
the optical path length of each period, the condition known as the Bragg condition, the
reflectivity of the mirror is very high. There exists a stop band, centered around the Bragg
condition, for which light is mostly reflected. The stop band width, for the standard
quarter wave design, depends primarily on the index difference of the materials. The
forward and backward propagating waves couple and produce a standing wave pattern,
which penetrates into the mirror.
A half wave, or integer multiple, layer included between DBR stacks creates a FabryPerot cavity. Light in this instance is allowed to make multiple round trip passes between
the mirrors, resulting in a large standing wave in the center of the cavity. As-grown, the
device is a planar cavity, exhibiting a strong quality factor for plane waves perpendicular
to the wafer. Transverse confinement, here provided by an oxide aperture, greatly reduces
the mode volume. Care must be taken so that the quality factor is not greatly reduced
through the introduction of the aperture. The reduced mode volume, then, provides
Purcell enhancement according to Equation 1.1.
Extremely high quality DBR mirrors can be grown with MBE by alternating GaAs
and AlGaAs, all in the chamber, and without breaking vacuum. GaAs and AlGaAs are
closely lattice matched, and can therefore be grown on top of one another relatively freely
without strain or defects. The similarity in the crystal structures of GaAs and AlGaAs
naturally means the two materials exhibit a similar refractive index. The reflection
coefficient for the two materials is, therefore, relatively poor (r ∼ 0.08). The result
of the poor interface reflectivity is a large penetration depth of the electric field. The
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Figure 4.1: Standing wave pattern and Aluminum composition of a typical microcavity.

penetration depth has consequences, which are dealt with in Section 4.4, and is utilized
to finely tune the polarization splitting. The polarization tuning is discussed in Section
5.2.
The standing wave pattern of the microcavity device is shown in Figure 4.1. The
aperture is shown with the highest aluminum content in the spacer region, which is
designed to sit at a node of the electric field. The quantum dots, represented by the
dotted line, are located at the field anti-node. Such design follows the standard procedure
of positioning the primary optical elements, those to be enhanced, at an electric field
maximum. Loss is minimized by placing the aperture at a field node, where there is zero
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electric field. There are two contact layers, doped n and p, which are grown thicker than
the quarter wave layers in the mirrors. Growing the contact layers thicker makes etching
to the layers easier and provides more reliable electrical contacts for the p-i-n structure.
DBR mirrors exhibit a strong phase dispersion, and it is directly related to the penetration depth. Incident light, as it must travel through the multiple layers, does not
reflect immediately off the surface. For an incident Gaussian pulse of width, σ0 , it can
be shown that the time delay, ∆t, and new width, σ, are related to the phase response,
φ (ω), by [95]
1 φv
1 φ000
−
− ... ,
8 σ02
128 σ04

(4.1)

1 φ0002
1 φ00 φ0v
1 φ002
+
+
+ ....
4 σ02
32 σ04
16 σ04

(4.2)

∆t = −φ0 −
and

s
σ=

σ02 +

The phase derivatives are evaluated at the center frequency of the impinging light. The
time delay only depends on odd order derivatives, while both even and odd order derivatives determine the pulse broadening. The complex reflection coefficient of a DBR mirror
can be determined by a number of methods. The standard methods are coupled mode
theory, Fourier analysis, and numerical transmission matrix method (TMM) calculations
[96]. The causal link between the phase dispersion and the time delay of a mirror suggests
the phase slope with frequency be negative everywhere, and indeed it is.
The phase and reflection for a lossless DBR mirror are presented in Figure 4.2 for typical values of a GaAs/AlGaAs mirror. The calculation is performed with TMM, including
24 mirror periods. A single DBR mirror, around the Bragg condition, displays a linear
phase slope. The wavelength is plotted on the x-axis; the slope with frequency is negative
everywhere, except at the edges of the stop band where the phase has asymptotes. Light
is completely transmitted at these points.
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Figure 4.2: The reflectivity and phase of a DBR mirror with 24 periods of alternating
GaAs and AlGaAs.

From Equation 4.1, keeping only the first term, the time delay is given by

∆t = −φ0 .

(4.3)

The time delay of reflections of a DBR mirror with relevant experimental parameters is
on the order of femtoseconds, much less than the time scale of any other parameter in
the system. Typically, the system is excited with picosecond pulses for resonant single
photon sources. Equation 4.2 reveals that the lowest correction to the pulse width is
to third order in the phase, which is negligible, around the Bragg condition. Therefore,
the DBR mirrors can be treated as perfect mirrors, displaying zero dispersion, with an
effective penetration depth. The penetration depth, however, can be altered by changing
the Bragg condition.
Samples are grown with MBE on undoped [001] GaAs substrates. 24 mirror periods
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form the bottom mirror. The bottom 13 periods are composed of GaAs and AlAs and 11
are composed of GaAs and Al0.9 Ga0.1 As. Exposing pure AlAs to air leads to destructive
oxidation, and only the aperture region is typically allowed to be exposed by etching.
After the bottom mirror, the n contact is grown, where n-doping is first added (silicon
n-type dopant), followed by 5 additional mirror periods. The intrinsic cavity spacer is
grown, and p-doping begins before the aperture layer (carbon p-type dopant) in the
spacer. Three p-doped mirror periods, followed by the p contact layer are then grown.
The top mirror consists of 22 intrinsic GaAs/Al0.9 Ga0.1 As layers. Exact growth recipes
are given in Reference [88].

4.2

Micropillar Fabrication

In order to complete the device, fabrication of microcavities with integrated electrical
control is needed. An outline of the micropillar process is as follows: Deposit Indium
Tin Oxide (ITO), etch to the p contact and the n contact layers, perform wet selective
oxidation, deposit metal contacts, anneal, and package. The primary development for
this thesis is the electro-optic tuning of the cavity polarization splitting. ITO deposited
on the top of the device forms a Schottky contact, which can be used to apply an electric
field over the top mirror. The full fabrication process is outlined here, including the ITO
top contact. Exact parameters can be found in Appendix A.
ITO is desirable as a top contact as it is both conducting and transparent. Both
sputtering and electron beam deposition are suitable techniques for the deposition of
ITO. Electron beam deposition is used in this work. ITO deposited on substrates at
room temperature is opaque, and easily removed from the device. The desired properties
are obtained either by annealing, or heating the substrate during deposition. Substrate
heating is unavailable if photoresist is applied, and for this work this is the case. Negative
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Figure 4.3: Cross sectional SEM image of a microcavity structure. The oxide aperture
is the darkest layer. The p and n contact layers are visible as the thicker layers. A
zoom in on the tip of the aperture is shown in the top left, which demonstrates the
tapered lens design.

photoresist is patterned on the sample in order to liftoff ITO. A hot HCl wet etch, or dry
methane etch, can be used for etching annealed ITO into the desired pattern.
At least two etch steps are required for the n contact and for the p contact. The etch
to the n contact, for this process, has a dual purpose. It is used to access the n contact
layer and to expose the AlAs oxide layer. These steps are performed in an inductively
coupled plasma dry etch. A mixture of BCl3 , Cl2 , and N2 is needed. The inclusion of BCl3
significantly smooths the sidewalls and produces a sloping profile. The slope is tolerable
for oxide aperture microcavities. Laser reflectivity monitoring is used to terminate the
etch at the correct depth. Compared to air post cavities, oxide aperture cavities are much
more tolerable to sidewall roughness. The optical properties are determined in great part
by the aperture, thus avoiding demanding process development for the etch.
Selective AlGaAs oxidation is performed in a tube furnace with steam. The furnace
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Figure 4.4: Microcavityavity photo-luminescence and corresponding dark field image
of an oxide aperture. The highest peak is the fundamental HE11 mode. With transverse confinement, higher order spatial modes appear at higher energy. The inset is
an example of a microcavity design with eight etched vias, oriented in an octagon.
The top mirror is etched away to expose the aperture.
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is typically heated to 420◦ C. A beaker of de-ionized water is heated to 85◦ C, and dry
nitrogen is bubbled through the beaker and fed through one end of the furnace with a
flow rate controller. The single layer, with the highest aluminum content in the sample,
is oxidized inwards producing an aperture. A cross-sectional SEM image of a cleaved
ridge is shown in Figure 4.3. Ridges are etched along with the primary samples, and
placed into the furnace. The ridge is then cleaved in order to expose the aperture. The
aperture appears as the darkest layer in the SEM. The aluminum content is tapered
during growth, such that the tip of the aperture is thin. Growing the layer this way
can reduce absorption, and it has been shown to reduce the mode volume and losses
compared to a regular aperture, acting as an intra-cavity lens [97].
A typical photoluminescence spectrum of a cavity is presented in Figure 4.4. The lowest energy peak is the fundamental Gaussian mode of the cavity. Transverse confinement
results in higher order Hermite-Gaussian modes, which appear at shorter wavelengths.
The sample is cooled to 6 K and excited with a high energy laser. The exciting beam has
a Gaussian profile, and photoluminescence is collected through a single mode fiber. Light
is primarily collected from the fundamental mode. The light is sent through a grating
spectrometer and imaged per the methods in Chapter 3.
The inset of Figure 4.4 is a dark field image of the aperture. The images are obtained
by etching the top mirror away and imaging in a standard microscope. Aperture images
can also been obtained using an infrared microscope, which has the advantage that it
can be used in situ during the oxidation process [98]. A low energy light source is needed
to image through the DBR mirrors because the material is highly absorbing at energies
above its band gap. The limitation of infrared sources and the need to image through a
thick stack of mirrors produces a poor image resolution. More information is obtainable
by making higher resolution images.
Extra calibration samples are typically fabricated, allowing some to be sacrificed
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Figure 4.5: SEM cross section of an etched calibration device demonstrating the effect
of the wet etch used to image the oxide aperture. The oxide is preserved, and lays
partly freestanding at the top of the structure, which can be imaged in a dark field
microscope. Underneath the aperture, the semiconductor layers are etched, and the
transition to complete AlAs in the Bragg layers undercuts the semiconductor layers
further becuase the etchant is faster for higher aluminum composition.

during processing for imaging. Oxidized calibration microcavities are wet etched in
H3 PO4 :H2 O2 :H2 O, volume ratios 1:1:10, to remove the top mirror. The etchant is selective to the oxide, allowing the aperture to be preserved with a slight over etch of
the mirror. The Figure 4.4 inset displays the octagon pattern, sometimes referred to as
”flower power.” There are eight vias etched into the mirror to expose the oxide layer.
Similar patterns have been used in vertical emitting lasers [99, 100]. The remains of the
bottom mirror hold the device, which are also visible in the discolored region around the
vias. The edges of the aperture and the resulting outer diameter of the oxide display a
high contrast in the dark field mode of an optical microscope.
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Figure 4.6: Progression of photo-luminescence spectra of multiple cavities with varying
aperture diameter. The values included in each graph are the diameters of the initial
mesa pattern. The transverse mode splitting increases with the smaller apertures.

A cross-sectional SEM image of an etched calibration cavity is presented in Figure 4.5.
The top mirror is completely removed, and the selective etchant undercuts the aperture.
On the bottom mirror, the transition to the higher aluminum content Bragg layers results
in a faster etch rate, leaving a pagoda like structure.
The transverse mode confinement is directly linked to the size of the aperture. Although direct imaging is used in this work, it is theoretically possibly to reproduce all
information on the shape of the aperture from the spectrum of modes [101]. Figure 4.6
displays the size dependence of the optical modes on the aperture size. The via circle
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diameter is indicated in microns next to the images. As the aperture size decreases, the
transverse mode splitting is bigger, indicating a smaller mode volume. The fundamental
cavity mode also shifts towards higher energy as the mode volume decreases.
The oxidation rate is extremely sensitive to process parameters, including substrate
temperature, water temperature, flow rate, layer thickness, and aluminum concentration
[102, 103]. Oxidation times from different wafers are substantial, resulting from slight
growth variations in the oxide thickness and composition. It is necessary to calibrate
the growth rate, at least from wafer to wafer. For optimum results, the oxidation rate
should be calibrated during every fabrication run. A number of methods can be used.
The work here has relied on the methods outlined above: SEM imaging of ridges, and
direct imaging of apertures after removal of the top mirror.
Three electron beam depositions are required to finish the device. Ohmic n and p
contacts are needed. For depositions on ITO, it is only desirable that the metallization
provide a reliable bonding pad. The metallizations developed only require one annealing
step, and the order in which the metallizations are performed is not critical. For cryogenic
operation, it is most desirable to bond wires to the device. A finished device is shown
in Figure 4.7, which is mounted to a standard chip carrier (Evergreen Semiconductor).
The carrier leads can be soldered to wires for electrical connections in the cryostat.

4.3

Birefringence in Single Photon Sources

Birefringence from crystallographic effects and aperture asymmetry, discussed in the
next section, result in a finite cavity polarization splitting. Polarization splitting is typically undesirable for the operation of single photon sources. Resonantly pumped single
photon sources rely on polarization rotations induced by the quantum dot. A polarizer,
which blocks the exciting light, can let through photons from the quantum dot alone. Po61
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Figure 4.7: Completed device of an array of microcavities, mounted on a chip carrier
(Evergreen Semiconductor). There bonding pads are used for polarization tunable
devices.
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larization rotation occurs only if the cavity exhibits polarization degeneracy. Otherwise,
the cavity restricts excitation and emission to one polarization. With careful fabrication, cavity polarizations can be made to overlap, but rarely are the modes perfectly
degenerate.
Experimentally, it is extremely difficult to block broadband light from a pulsed laser
when exciting a superposition of both cavity modes. The polarized classical model,
which is presented in Section 2.6, is particularly useful for studying the leaked light from
exciting the system. A simulation of a cross polarized experiment with the classical
model is shown in Figure 4.8. For the simulation, the cavity polarization splitting is 2
GHz. Fine tuning is generally needed to achieve a polarization splitting less than this
value. κ of the cavity is 9 GHz, γ is 1.1 GHz, and g is 3 GHz. The quantum dot fine
structure splitting is 4 GHz, and it makes a 30◦ angle with the cavity.
In Figure 4.8 (a), the cross-polarized spectrum is shown with a quantum dot and
without a quantum dot. A monochromatic light source in a pure state can always be
blocked by a polarizer by performing unitary rotations on the light with half and quarter
wave waveplates. When a polarization splitting is present, though, there are spectrally
dependent polarization rotations from the cavity. The result is the formation of wings
in the cross polarized spectrum. For a pulsed exciting laser, the polarization splitting
effectively creates a mixed polarization state of coherent driving light, which can never
be perfectly isolated from the desired single photon output.
The simulated purity dependence on pulse width is shown in Figure 4.8 (b). As long as
the spectral width is kept narrow a high purity is obtained. However, in order to avoid
multi-photon events, the pulse should be kept shorter than the quantum dot lifetime.
The exciting light is 45◦ with the cavity in this simulation, which represents a worst case
scenario. As the quantum dot axes are generally not in a controlled direction, maximizing
the brightness may require a high angle from the cavity. With the conditions presented,
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Figure 4.8: (a) Simulated spectrum of a cavity-quantum dot system, with and without
the quantum dot. Polarization mode splitting produces spectrally dependent polarization rotations. (b) Simulated g (2) (τ ) with varying pulse widths, corresponding to
the spectrum of (a). The spectral pulse width should be less than the polarization
splitting in order to preserve single photon purity.

the pulse width should be kept below 1 GHz in order to allow for good extinction of
the exciting laser. This would correspond to 1 nsec temporal width, which far exceeds
typical Purcell enhanced lifetimes. Experimentally, it is found that exciting away from
the cavity eigen-axis with ∼ psec pulses greatly reduces photon purity.

4.4

Electro-optic and Photo-elastic Effects

Deformation of a crystal, whether by physical stress or applied electric fields, can
induce a birefringent axis not present without the perturbation. The linear electro-optic
effect is presented here, as it is of paramount importance in the determination of cavity
polarization splitting. The impermeability tensor, ηij , which is the inverse of the dielectric
constant, is represented by a Taylor series in the electric field components, Ei

ηij (E) = ηij (E) +

X

rijk Ek +

k

X
kl
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rijk are the linear electro-optic coefficients, and Kijkl are the quadratic electro-optic
coefficients. The linear and quadratic electro-optic effects are also called the Pockels
effect and the Kerr effect. A contracted notation is typically used to simply the indices,
where i and j cycle through 1 → 6 [104]. The indices 1 → 3 represent components
xx, yy, and zz. The indices 4 → 6 represent xy, yz, and zx. The symmetry of the
electro-optic tensors can be directly linked to the crystal symmetry, and crystals with a
center of inversion automatically have zero rijk . In the 4̄3m class, the point group for the
zinc-blende structure, there is only one non-zero coefficient for the linear term, r41 . The
tensor form is represented by
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The linear electro-optic effect creates a birefringence axis perpendicular to the applied
field. The physical origin is the polarizability of the atoms. The lack of inversion center
gives a transverse component to the polarizability, thereby producing different indices of
refraction for polarizations of light propagating along the direction of the applied field. In
addition to electro-optic effects, stress/strain induced birefringence can develop, as well
as intimintly related piezo-electric effects [104]. The free value correction to the linear
electro-optic coefficient, describing the effect of piezo-induced strain that enhances the
total linear-electro optic effect, is expected to be small in GaAs [105].
In a diode structure, there are built-in and applied fields in the [001] growth direction.
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For the zinc-blende structure, the principal axes are along the [110] and [11̄0] axes, defined
respectively as the major and minor axes. After fabrication, strain fields can contribute to
the polarization splitting of the cavity modes in a random direction [106, 107]. The effect
of random strain fields will be revisited in Section 4.5. It is observed that micropillar
cavities exhibit a strong preference for the two polarizations to align along the major and
minor axes. The cause is generally attributed to the linear electro-optic effect.
In addition to crystalligraphic effects, form birefringence can develop from asymmetrical cavity shapes [108, 109]. The result can be explained by one polarization experiencing
a greater transverse confinement, increasing the cavity resonance frequency more compared to the other mode. Cavity polarization splitting from asymmetric apertures is
independent of the crystal structure.
Figure 4.9 shows the simulated standing wave profile and built-in electric field of a
microcavity structure. The optical field is calculated with TMM, and the static field is
calculated with SimWindows. A constant static field is present in the intrinsic region.
Built-in fields are present at the heterostructure junctions, which arise from variations
in band gap and doping. Although the built-in fields in the mirrors alternate from high
to low, only one sign of the fields in the mirrors align with anti-nodes of the optical
field. The interaction with the standing wave pattern has been shown to enhance the
birefringence [107]. The mirror birefringence contribution to the polarization splitting is
less prominent than the field in the active cavity layer, but cannot be neglected.
Polarization resolved photoluminescence is performed on a device in an unprocessed
region, away from microcavities, to observe built-in birefringence. The result is shown
in Figure 4.10. A forward bias of 1.0 V is applied to the device in order to keep carriers
in the active region long enough to fluoresce. The planar Fabry-Perot mode exhibits a
much smaller quality factor, and the light is collected in an objective, resulting in the
asymmetric tail on the short wavelength side. There is a clear polarization splitting, which
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Figure 4.9: Simulation of a microcavity structure, including the built-in fields from
the doped heterostructure junctions, and the optical standing wave. The standing
wave overlaps only with one sign of the built-in fields, and therefore enhances the
cavity polarization splitting.
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is aligned with the major and minor axis. The major axis mode is at higher energy in
the devices studied. The voltage dependence is difficult to study with photoluminescence
because carriers tunnel out of the device. However, from 0 to 1.0 V, the polarization
splitting is not greatly affected. High resolution reflection measurements verify tuning
via the Pockels effect, and is discussed more in Chapter 5.
A strong position dependence of the polarization splitting on the Fabry-Perot mode
is observed. The inset of Figure 4.10 shows five positions on the device over a range of ∼1
mm. The measurement is performed without any structures nearby on the device. The
dependence of the polarization splitting on position could either be from layer thickness
fluctuations during growth, or from strain induced during processing or packaging. On
the device studied, there is not a clear pattern, which might indicate the source of the
position dependency. Despite there being a clear dependence of polarization splitting on
position, the modes never deviate far from the major and minor axes.
Second order electro-optic effects, induced by carriers (band filling, plasma...), can
be applied to the device to induce birefringence [110]. However, the Pockels effect is the
only prominent effect, which gives rise to birefringence transverse to the applied field.
It is most convenient to place electrodes along the growth direction, which is the light
propagation direction. Therefore, the Pockels effect is what needs to be considered.

4.5

Cavity Polarization Mode Coupling

The previous section was centered around isolated birefringent effects in microcavities.
An additional roadblock comes from the interaction of multiple effects. Altering the form
birefringence is a standard method used to account for the built-in birefringence of the
cavities. In the region of small splitting, though, a polarization mode coupling can
be observed from the misalignment of the form axis and the built-in axis. Polarization
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Figure 4.10: Polarization resolved photoluminescence spectrum measured on the Fabry-Perot mode. The beam is focused on the sample and collected with the same
objective giving rise to a broad spectrum of transverse modes. These modes produce an asymmetric tail in the peak. The peak at higher energy corresponds to the
direction of the major axis. In the inset, position dependence on the polarization
splitting is shown. Although there is a position dependent polarization splitting, the
two modes on the planar Fabry-Perot cavity never deviate greatly from the major and
minor axes.
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mode coupling has also been observed in whispering gallery resonators [111]. It is believed
polarization mode coupling also explains the eigen-axis rotation with varying temperature
in vertical emitting lasers [112].
The linear electro-optic effect has been shown to be a major feature of microcavities,
which cannot be eliminated so far as electrical control is needed in the device. The
birefringent axis, from the symmetry of the crystal, is locked to the major and minor
crystal axes. Form birefringence from the shape of the aperture, or from strain fields
around the cavity, can produce a less controllable birefringent axis. If the two birefringent
axes are aligned, it is possible to fabricate cavities with polarization degeneracy. However,
if the two axes are not aligned, the polarized modes become coupled together. The
coupling leads to a rotation of the cavity axes, and prevents the modes from crossing.
The observation is reminiscent of standard two mode anti-crossing behavior, described
by the coupled mode formalism.

4.5.1

Coupled Mode Equations

Coupled mode equations were first formulated, in an extremely general way, by Pierce
[113] to handle a variety of physical scenarios. A common example is the coupling in
space of dielectric slab waveguides placed close enough in proximity so that wavefunctions
overlap. A generic formalism is given by Haus [114], which is presented here. Let the
parameters aα and bα , describe the particular modes of the structure, which here will
represent the H polarization and V polarization of the cavity. A dependence of e−iβz , for
a propagation constant β, can be assumed. The coupled mode equations for two modes
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are
da1
= −iβ1 a1 + g12 a2
dz
da2
= −iβ2 a2 + g21 a1 ,
dz

(4.6)

where g is the coupling constant (g is also used in this work to denote vacuum Rabi
splitting).
Situations where power flows co-directionally allow the coupling constant components
to be related by g12 g21 = − |g12 |2 . Equations 4.6 can be solved for the new propagation
constant
β1 + β2
±
β=
2

s

β1 − β2
2

2

+ |g12 |2 .

(4.7)

Without coupling, Equation 4.7 reduces to β = β1 and β = β2 , the isolated propagation

2
, the two modes couple
constants of the two modes. When |g12 | is comparable to β1 −β
2
to each other, resulting in anti-crossing.
If two birefringent axes are aligned in the same direction, g = 0. In VCSELs, fabricated by proton implantation, the interaction of strain and magnetic fields with a native
birefringence was studied in the coupled mode framework [115]. Mode coupling strengths
of ∼1 GHz with corresponding rotations were found. Strain was induced by using a focused laser to create a hot spot next to the cavity, effectively pulling it in one direction.

4.5.2

Experiments

Mode coupling of up to 10 GHz is observed with cavities formed by an octagon pattern
of vias. Arrays of micropillars are fabricated, which step in diameter in one direction and
ellipticity in the other. The sample is oriented along the major axis. Across a single row,
the minor axis dimension is held fixed, and the major axis dimension is changed. The
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Figure 4.11: Reflection spectra of multiple cavities, with frequency on the y-axis, and
the flattening ratio on the x-axis. The data is taken with the incoming light at 45◦
with the eigen-axis of each cavity, which are not the crystal major and minor axes.

major axis dimension is determined by a fixed flattening ratio, fratio ,

dmaj = dmin (1 + fratio ) ,

(4.8)

where dmaj and dmin are the diameters along the major and minor axes respectively. The
rows are referenced by their dmin dimension. For dmin = 31 µm, the reflection spectra
is shown across a single row in Figure 4.11. The measurement is performed at 45◦ to
observe both polarizations. An anti-crossing is observed for fratio ∼ 0.08.
Figure 4.12 shows the polarization splitting with varying fratio of multiple rows. The
frequency splitting never crosses zero, and the smallest apertures have the largest minimum splitting. It is typical that cavities, with the minimum splitting for each row,
move diagonally across the sample as the overall size of the apertures change. In Figure
4.12, this is evident by observing that the smallest splitting for each row moves to more
elliptical cavities as the apertures get bigger. It is expected that larger apertures exhibit
less form birefringence, which supports this observation. The center frequency of each
cavity is obtained by fitting a Gaussian function around the dip of the measured reflection spectra. The spectra are obtained with a widely tunable Titanium Sapphire laser
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Figure 4.12: Polarization splitting of the fundamental mode of multiple cavities. The
smallest cavities display polarization mode anti-crossing with zero ellipticity, and display the largest coupling strength. The larger apertures consecutively increase in
the flattening ratio observed for the maximum coupling strength, and the maximum
coupling strength decreases.
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(MSquared Solstice). The laser scanning mode used in this experiment produces coarse
frequency steps, and final spectra are smoothed before fitting.
Figure 4.13 demonstrates the rotation of cavity polarization directions observed for
the same array of cavities. A non-zero polarization splitting doesn’t alone demonstrate
polarization coupling. In the regime of small polarization splitting, the cavity modes
should be a linear superposition of the uncoupled eigenmodes. This is evident as the
cavity axes rotate, with the most drastic changes at the minima of the curves in Figure
4.12. The largest apertures exhibit the smallest effect, while the smallest apertures
complete a nearly 90◦ rotation. The cavity axes are read off from a half wave plate when
aligned 45◦ with both modes.
Figure 4.14 shows dark field images of four apertures. The imaged samples are from
a separate die of an identical fabrication run. Both samples were oxidized in the furnace
together. The images demonstrate the control in ellipticity by varying the via pattern.
Images are presented here of the dmin = 28 µm (top) and dmin = 32 µm (bottom) rows.
The flattening ratios are fratio = −0.04 (left) and fratio = 0.04 (right). Crystallographic
effects in the oxidation can produce apertures with four fold symmetry, especially in layers
containing a high Aluminum concentration [116]. Close examination of the aperture
shapes, however, does not reveal such effects, suggesting that the shape of the apertures
in this study are primarily dominated by the via pattern. It is expected that longer
oxidations would produce apertures with a diamond shape.
In order to relate the measured g to the size of the apertures, the cavities with the
least splitting in each row are plotted versus their transverse mode splitting (fundamental
to first order), obtained via micro-photoluminescence. g is estimated by the measured
frequency splitting of cavities exhibiting the smallest frequency splitting of their row.
Figure 4.15 shows the dependence of g on the transverse mode splitting for two arrays on
the sample. There is a significant difference in the average g for each array, indicating a
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Figure 4.13: Cavity polarization angle versus flattening ratio. The maximum slope of
each curve corresponds to the minimum frequency splitting in each curve of Figure
4.12.
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Figure 4.14: Dark field images of oxide apertures. Top left: dmin = 28 µm
fratio = −0.04. Top right: dmin = 28 µm fratio = 0.04. Bottom left: dmin = 32
µm fratio = −0.04. Bottom right: dmin = 32 µm fratio = 0.04.
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Figure 4.15: Size dependence of the coupling strength in terms of transverse mode
splitting. Two arrays on the device are measured, and they produce significantly
different overall mode coupling strength, and different dependency on size. The error
bars for each point are smaller than the circles.
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systematic difference between them. There is a general upwards trend, obeyed by both
arrays, with decreasing size. However, the behavior of the smallest cavities is significantly
different. The general upward trend is continued in Array 1 for the smallest cavity. In
Array 2 the smallest cavity actually contains the second to smallest g of the group.
In order to confirm the presence of both form and electro-optic birefringence, polarization coupling is shown by varying the p-i-n junction bias. The tuning range is relatively
small compared to varying the aperture shape. Figure 4.16 presents the mode splitting
of the cavity fundamental modes as a function of voltage. Complete mode coupling behavior is difficult to observe from a single cavity, as the Pockels tuning is too small to
observe the complete rotation curve. It is found, by looking at three adjacent cavities,
that the Pockels tuning switches sign. The cavities are resolvable from -6 V to 1.4 V.
The cavity in (a) displays a negative tuning slope with voltage. In (b), an anti-crossing
curve can be barely resolved, where the modes are maximally coupled. In (c), the slope
is in the opposite direction. The reflection spectrum with electro-optic tuning for the
maximally coupled cavity is given in (d) to show the polarization rotation. The spectrum is measured at a single waveplate angle, and the polarization rotation is observed
as a change in depth of the two modes relative to each other. The rotation angle in this
measurement is about 45 degrees.

4.5.3

Discussion of Results

It was noted in Section 4.4 that strain fields can lead to birefringence away from
the major and minor axes. Evidence of transverse strain in the device was presented as
position dependence of the Fabry-Perot polarization splitting, although no polarization
rotation was observed. By directly imaging apertures from calibration samples, it is not
immediately clear that imperfections in the oxidation produce a systematic birefringent
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Figure 4.16: Polarization mode coupling with applied electrical tuning via the linear
electro-optic effect. (a) through (c), the splitting of fundamental modes with voltage
for three adjacent cavities. In (b), where the modes are maximally coupled, a relatively
flat line is observed. The slopes switch direction on the cavities next to it with different
flattening ratios. Visibility is limited by increased absorption as the voltage is tuned.
In (d) the spectrum for the cavity in (b) is shown, which shows a polarization rotation.
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axis. Further, the results for the frequency splitting and polarization rotation don’t suggest a random form birefringence angle from cavity to cavity. The differences between
the two arrays in Figure 4.15 further suggests a systematic component of the birefringence, which is mis-aligned with the crystal. It is also noted that a third array on the
same device produces smaller polarization coupling. The dependence on transverse mode
splitting is not obtained in this array because the anti-crossing point for each row cannot
be clearly identified.
Although fabrication defects lead to apertures, which can be rotated away from the
major and minor axis, the preference for the cavities is to align along these axes. The
reason is because of the Pockels effect. The design presented is made to be as circular as
possible, however, it is shown that the pattern is unstable with regards to imperfections.
Even elongating the pattern in one direction leaves a significant observable mode coupling.
It is desired in this work to avoid the mode coupling, however, the cavity axes could be
purposfully rotated in the instance the form birefringence is purposefully aligned away
from the crystal axes.
In order to have electrical control of quantum dots, an electric field must be applied
across a region of the device, and a built-in doping profile will be necessary. Such requirements inevitably lead to a polarization splitting along the major and minor axis of the
crystal. For high quality microcavites, which are required for single photon sources, the
shape of the aperture, or mesa, must be carefully controlled so not to introduce a second
birefringent axis in the device. Although producing an asymmetrical aperture may be
undesirable because of increased scattering losses, purposefully creating an asymmetric
aperture may be required in applications, which require strict polarization degeneracy.
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Conclusion

It is clear that birefringent effects are detrimental to single photon source generation
using resonant excitation and cross polarization. An electric field generally needs to be
applied to a device in order to utilize the quantum confined Stark effect. Built-in electric
fields and applied electric fields lead to a polarization splitting, which is always aligned
with the major and minor crystal axes. The following chapter discusses fine tuning of
the cavity polarization splitting with the addition of an electrical contact on top of the
device. In order to use the method, the shape of the aperture must be controlled to avoid
polarization mode coupling.
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Chapter 5
Polarization Degenerate Cavities via
Electo-Optic Tuning
In order to defeat the polarization splitting problem for quantum dot-micropillar single
photon sources, an electro-optic tuning method is developed. Following the previous
chapter, it is clear that crystalline effects can be detrimental to controlling the cavity
polarization. A three fold triangular aperture is expected to be more robust against
imperfections, avoiding polarization mode coupling. It is shown here how an additional
contact on the top of the device allows fine tuning of the linear electro-optic effect. The
quantum dot and the cavity polarization splitting are independently tuned.

5.1

Oxidation Through Open Mesas

The shape of the initial mesa, or pattern of vias, significantly impacts the resulting
aperture shape. An open mesa shape is useful for making electrical contacts separate
from the cavity. Alternatives are contacting the top of the device [117], or performing
extra fabrication steps to route wires from the contact regions. Two primary ways of
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forming oxide apertures have been studied in the work presented in this thesis. An
understanding of the diffusion process led to the development of the octagon pattern
of vias. The octagon pattern produces the most circularly symmetric apertures. It
was revealed, however, that the shape is susceptible to polarization mode coupling from
fabrication imperfections. It is therefore advantageous to sacrifice symmetry, likely at the
expense of increased absorption at the aperture, in order to define the form birefringence
more precisely. A number of options are available, as it is generally easy to purposefully
break symmetry. A three fold pattern of arms in a radiation sign shape is discussed. The
resulting apertures are triangles.
Testing of a number of mesa shapes resulted in the implementation of the radiation
sign that has been used in the group for single photon sources [27]. The pattern has
three arms allowing electrical access to the cavity area, without tedious fabrication steps
required to contact the buried layers directly on the cavity. It has further allowed for a
single contact pad to control an entire array of cavities [98]. It is conventionally expected
that away from the arms, the oxide should penetrate closer to the center of the mesa.
Oxidation could then ”average out” the shape with increasing oxidation length.
It is first determined that the variations do not average out far into the mesa, and
an extremely non-circular aperture results. The radiation pattern produces a triangular
aperture after the oxidation step, which can be expected from the three fold mesa. The
second observation is the orientation of the triangle is rotated from the expected orientation. The oxidation rate is enhanced along the directions of the arms, where it initially
impeded because there is not a direct surface normal to this direction. To explain the enhancement, oxidation of the arms themselves must be considered. A model is proposed,
which suggests that diffusion is enhanced through the arms.
Consider the initial condition of the oxidation, as steam is initially introduced. Diffusion of oxidation elements proceeds directly normal to each surface, and the initial shape
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Figure 5.1: Oxide diffusion through the radiation sign. The areas in red are the etched
trenches, which expose the oxide layer. The oxidation is shown from left to right, with
increasing time, by the blue regions. Black arrows indicate the diffusion direction from
the arms.

of the oxide should resemble the initial mesa pattern. The situation is depicted in Figure
5.1. It is apparent that the arms of the pattern become oxidized completely before the
mesa. As the channel of each arm is oxidized through, the diffusion elements change
direction. Considering a simple diffusion process, the high concentration at the surfaces
should proceed to the area of low concentration. Initially, the direction is normal to the
surface. In a planar structure, such as a ridge, this remains true. However, here, as
the arms become oxidized, the direction of high concentration to low concentration is
pointing towards the aperture. The arms, at this point, behave as a funnel, increasing
the oxidation rate in the direction of the arms.
Experimental apertures are shown in Figure 5.2. The mesa diameters are varied from
top left to bottom right. The largest mesas produce a more circular aperture, and the
smallest mesas produce triangles. In the last figure, the bottom sides of the triangle are
significantly oxidized more than the other directions. Variations of this kind are present
often, as the epitaxy is not perfect. The particular pattern could also be the result of
the onset of crystallographic dependency on the oxidation rate.
The oxidation of AlGaAs is expected to be a diffusion limited process [103]. It is
further not expected to be a steady state process. It is suggested that the funneling
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effect may be reduced by slowing the oxidation down, possibly by introducing less steam
to decrease the diffusion rate through the device. The fast and slow directions, then, may
be able to be averaged out, producing a more symmetric aperture. The implementation
of smaller vias, instead of arms has proven to be a method of limiting the diffusion funnel.
Future design implementations should implement a two dimensional diffusion model in
order to better predict the aperture shape. A circular aperture is most desirable from
a loss standpoint, as the Gaussian field pattern of the fundamental mode overlaps more
with non-circular apertures at high field regions. The absorption losses are therefore
expected to increase.
Improvements in geometry of the aperture, to produce more circular apertures, could
be obtained by increasing the number of holes, or adding multiple layers of holes, placed
further from the aperture. The diffusion funnel has been introduced so far as a detriment,
however, the octagon pattern is extra susceptible to imperfections, leading to polarization
mode coupling. The triangle pattern defines precisely an asymmetric axis, which are
made to align with the crystal major and minor axes. Therefore, the polarization mode
coupling is eliminated, and the horizontal and vertical modes can be made to cross.

5.2

Electro-optic Tuning

Even perfectly circular apertures will result in cavities with a finite polarization splitting because of crystallographic effects. Although generally small, the ever increasing
quality of cavities inevitably leads to problems, as these small effects become more pronounced. Quality factors exceeding 250,000 have been reported in literature for micropillar cavities [118]. Even optimally designed circular apertures, or pillars may be
susceptible to defects, strain, or imperfections in the fabrication process. Strain tuning of microcavities using laser induced defects has been used to finely tune the cavity
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Figure 5.2: Triangle formed from oxide diffusion in a radiation sign mesa. The size of
the initial mesa pattern is varied, from the biggest mesa in the top left, to the smallest
in the bottom right. Triangular mesas are formed from diffusion through the arms.
The devices shown are designed with no ellipticity.
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polarization splitting [119]. A continuous, fine tuning method, though still needs to be
developed for reliable fabrication of polarization degenerate cavities. The ellipticity can
be used as a coarse control, compensating for crystalline effects. Here, fine tuning is
realized with an additional electrical control. Complete restoration of polarization degeneracy of the fundamental mode is demonstrated. Electrical control of the embedded
quantum dot wavelength is retained while the cavity polarization splitting is tuned.
The device presented, shown in Figure 5.3, has three contacts. The quantum dots
are embedded in a p-i-n diode, which are buried in the device surrounded by two DBRs.
A transparent ITO Schottky contact is deposited on the top of the device. An SEM and
bright-field microscope image of a cavity with ITO is shown in Figure 5.4. Applying
an electric field over the top mirror tunes the cavity polarization splitting through the
Pockels effect. The electric field in the active region can be set independently to tune
the quantum dot into resonance with the cavity mode. Such a device has similarly been
used to control the output polarization state of a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser
through modification of the optical gain of the polarized modes [120]. Other methods of
fine tuning may involve strain, which has also been utilized to fine tune the fine structure
splitting of the dots. [121].

5.2.1

Tuning Theory

The single linear electro-optic coefficient, r41 , is taken to be a completely real value
[105]. The dc electric field, Edc , applied to the device is along the growth direction, which
is the [001] direction. From Equation 4.4, the induced birefringence along the major [110]
and minor [11̄0] axes is given by
1
1
−
= ±r41 Edc ,
n2± n20
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Figure 5.3: Representation of the microcavity. A p-i-n doped active region around
the quantum dots controls their emission wavelength, and an ITO top contact can
be biased with respect to the p layer to separately apply a voltage to the top mirror.
This figure is published in Reference [122].

Figure 5.4: SEM and microscope images of a fabricated radiation sign device. The
ITO layer is deposited on top of the device.
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where n0 is the real index without a field and n± refers to the real index of the [110] (+)
and [11̄0] (−) axes, respectively.
As seen in Chapter 4, DBR mirrors exhibit a large penetration depth, and necessarily
demand a finite phase dispersion. The reflection phase shift is zero, and reflectivity a
maximum, when the wavelength satisfies the Bragg condition. The standard configuration to fabricate high quality factor cavities is precisely that the resonance wavelength
matches the Bragg wavelength for both mirrors. In this configuration, there are field
anti-nodes at the ends of the spacer, and the cavity resonance matches the expected
value from the spacer alone. As the resonance is moved away from the Bragg condition,
the standing wave pattern is disturbed, and the determination of the new resonance must
take into account the non-zero phase shifts upon reflection of the mirrors.
The phase shift behavior of the DBR mirrors is studied with an effective mirror
model [96]. The birefringence can be tuned in the spacer region, but the control across
the spacer is reserved for tuning the quantum dot into resonance with the cavity. The
large penetration depth, however, allows the cavity resonance to be tuned by applying
an electric field only over a single mirror. It was shown that to first order, the time
delay from a mirror is determined by the linear phase slope

dφ
dω

. The time delay
ω=ω0

is replaced with an effective hard mirror. The effective penetration depth, Lef f , of the
mirror is given by
Lef f = −

c dφ
2n1 dω

.

(5.2)

ω=ω0

Equation 5.2 is evaluated at the Bragg condition, denoted ω = ω0 . Lef f is used
to model a dispersive mirror with a fictitious, fixed phase, mirror placed some distance
from the actual mirror interface. In general, it is irrelevant what material is chosen to
replace the resulting empty space, so long as the optical length is kept the same. For
calculations involving cavities, it is most convenient to choose the material in front of
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the mirror to be the same material composing the spacer region of the cavity, denoted
by n1 . Analytical solutions for the penetration depth exist in the case of a single DBR
mirror [123, 95, 96, 124].
The optical path length of the layers in a DBR are altered by the Pockels effect when
a field is present; the Bragg frequency shifts as a result of an applied voltage. The shift
is equivalent to moving the mirror some distance, ∆Lef f ,

∆Lef f =

2n1
Lef f ∆ωBragg .
ω0 n1,gr

(5.3)

∆ωBragg is the frequency shift of the Bragg condition and n1,gr is the group index of
the spacer material. Considering a Fabry-Perot cavity formed from two identical DBR
mirrors, with penetration depths given by Equation 5.2 and a spacer layer of length,
Lspacer , the cavity resonance shift can be calculated. The frequency shift of the cavity,
∆ω, is given by
∆ω =

2Lef f
n1
∆ωBragg .
n1,gr Lspacer + 2Lef f

(5.4)

Equation 5.4 would be the complete solution if the back mirror exhibits no phase
dispersion. However, a change in the resonance frequency of the cavity is equivalent
to applying a second phase shift on the back mirror. For two DBR mirrors, the cavity
shift from the change in penetration depth of one mirror is accompanied by a change
in penetration depth of the second. The coupling of both mirrors with a shift in cavity
frequency must be taken into account. The parameter k =

2Lef f
n1
n1,gr Lspacer +2Lef f

is introduced

for simplicity, which is a dimensionless parameter related to the effect of moving a single
mirror. Equation 5.4 can then be written as ∆ω = k∆ωBragg . A steady state equilibrium
solution for the total change in the resonance frequency can be written as

∆ω = −k∆ω + k (∆ωBragg − ∆ω) .
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The first term on the right hand side of Equation 5.5 is the phase change of the back
mirror. The deviation from the Bragg condition is precisely the total resonance shift.
The second term is the phase shift of the second mirror, which is determined from the
difference in the Bragg shift of the mirror and the total resonance shift. The total change
in cavity resonance is determined from Equation 5.5

∆ω =

k
∆ωBragg .
1 + 2k

(5.6)

∆ωBragg is found from computing the new optical path length of a single period in
the DBR with an applied field. The cavity polarization splitting is denoted ∆ω 0 . For
small changes in the index of refraction of both materials composing the DBR cavity, n1
and n2 , the polarization splitting can be expressed as
k ω0
∆ω =
1 + 2k 2
0



∆n1 ∆n2
+
n1
n2


.

(5.7)

The values ∆n1 and ∆n2 are the changes in refractive index for materials 1 and 2, which
compose the mirror.
It turns out that the coupling of the mirrors is such that, in the language of effective
mirrors, pulling one mirror also pulls the other with it in the same direction. The standing
wave, thus, translates in one direction. The pulling effect diminishes the available tuning
range, as the frequency shows a preference to remain the same. The results of the model
suggest looking for a way to develop an alternate mode of tuning, where the mirrors
shift in the opposite direction. The standing wave would be pulled apart. However, it is
discussed later, that this mode of tuning exhibits significant tradeoffs.
The features of the effective mirror model in the system are demonstrated in TMM
simulations. A simplified structure, one compatible with the model, is shown in Figure
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Figure 5.5: Exagerated TMM simulation of
the normal case without electro-optic tuning.
tuning to the top mirror. The penetration
consequence of the induced phase shift of the
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the electro-optic tuning effect. (Left)
(Right) after applying the electro-optic
depth after tuning increases, a direct
mirror.

5.5. The parameters used in the simulation are greatly exaggerated, and only used to
point out the features of tuning. For the right plot, a bias on the top mirror is added.
The penetration depth is altered, thereby giving rise to a new resonance frequency. The
same simulation is shown in Figure 5.6 where the ends of the spacer are analyzed in
greater depth. The frequency pulling predicted by the model agrees with the simulation.

5.2.2

Experimental Results

Equation 5.7 assumes two identical mirrors with a cavity resonance matching exactly
the Bragg condition. Our devices have more complex designs than this simplified model.
Nevertheless, the model can give a rough estimate of the expected tuning range with
an applied voltage over a single mirror, and yield insight into the effects of various
parameters that may be exploited to increase the tuning range. Parameters derived from
the device design yield a penetration depth, Lef f = 382 nm, and the spacer layer thickness
is, Lspacer = 536 nm. Values for the linear electro-optic coefficient are taken to be
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Figure 5.6: TMM simulation demonstrating the frequency pulling of the mirrors from
tuning the DBR out of resonance.

r41 = 1.72×10−10 cmV−1 and r41 = 1.00×10−10 cmV−1 for GaAs and AlGaAs respectively
[125]. An estimate of the tuning range using Equation 5.7 then yields ∆ω 0 = 2.2 GHz.
The theoretical model is verified with TMM calculations. TMM on a symmetric cavity,
which is consistent with the assumptions of the model, yields a tuning range of 2.2 GHz
as well.
The samples are etched in a radiation pattern. The mesa is elongated along the major
axis to account for the initial built-in birefringence. The ellipticity is used as a coarse
tuning, whereby the electro-optic tuning method can be used as a fine control. With
polarization resolved reflection spectroscopy, the electro-optic tuning method is studied
on the scale of GHz. Complete restoration of the cavity polarization splitting is achieved.
Reflection spectroscopy on the lowest order HE11 Gaussian modes of the cavity, centered at 930 nm with quality factor Q ∼ 35,000, reveal in detail the behavior of the modes
with electro-optic tuning. Figure 5.7 (a) shows the typical tuning behavior when the top
mirror voltage is tuned and the p-i-n voltage is fixed. H and V are the cavity modes,
and H corresponds to the major axis, [110]. H and V cross around -5 V for this cavity.
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Figure 5.7: Typical behavior of the system tuning the top mirror voltage (a), and the
p-i-n voltage (b). The cavity modes cross around -5 V when tuning the top mirror
voltage. The quantum dot energy is tuned by tuning the p-i-n voltage. The top x-axis
in (a) is the calculated field in vacuum units. This figure is published in Reference
[122].

There is an absolute shift of the cavity resonance, which can be explained by quadratic
electro-optic effects that do not exhibit birefringence: Kerr effect, etc. Figure 5.7 (b)
shows the tuning of a quantum dot through the cavity as the p-i-n voltage is tuned, and
the top mirror voltage is fixed.
The tuning range observed experimentally is approximately 4.5 GHz, and is completely reversible. The experimental tuning range observed agrees within an order of
magnitude with the analytic model outlined above. As stated, the actual device does not
completely satisfy the assumptions of this model. TMM calculations are also performed
on the full device design, which yield a modest tuning range of 0.73 GHz, about 5 times
less than observed in the experiment.
Several effects could explain the deviation of the observed shift from theory. In
addition to the deviation from theory we observe a ∼ 10 % increase in the width of the
H mode at high fields but not for the V mode. The device layout has contacts oriented
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along the major axis and small transverse currents could introduce free carrier losses
for only the H mode. Although mirror absorption can alter the phase dispersion, the
observed increase in width does not correspond to values of absorption that are expected
to result in measurable shifts of the cavity resonance. For transverse fields applied to
the device, quadratic electro-optic effects can induce birefringence. Typical values of the
quadratic electro-optic coefficient for GaAs are small, but very dispersive around the
band gap [125]. Large quadratic effects have additionally been observed in complicated
waveguide heterostructures [126, 127].

5.2.3

Demonstration of Optimal Quantum Dot Coupling

The quantum dot-microcavity system must be excited in the cavity polarization basis
when the polarization degeneracy is large. An example of this, albeit with small polarization splitting, is shown in Figure 5.8. In the reflection spectrum of the cavity, the
quantum dot appears as a peak in the cavity mode, which is due to the excitation of
an electron-hole pair of a neutral quantum dot. Fits to a semi-classical model yield a
quantum dot-cavity coupling of g ∼ 1.5 GHz, and quantum dot decoherence of γ ∼ 1
GHz. The fine structure splitting of the quantum dot is clearly visible as two peaks. The
inset shows the same measurement for the case of imperfect polarization degeneracy. The
p-i-n voltage is adjusted slightly as the mirror voltage is tuned due to a dependence of the
quantum dot energy on the mirror voltage. This dependence does not prevent the ability
to tune the quantum dot energy and cavity polarization splitting independently, but the
two control voltages must be adjusted together to keep the quantum dot on resonance
with the cavity.
Self-assembled InGaAs quantum dots, grown on [001] substrates, are typically not
oriented along either the major or minor crystal axis [65]. The resulting cavity-quantum
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Figure 5.8: Polarization resolved reflection spectra for a polarization degenerate cavity.
The incident laser polarization is aligned along the cavity axis. The cavity is tuned
away from degeneracy in the inset. H and V are offset for clarity. This figure is
published in Reference [122].
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Figure 5.9: Reflection spectra of a polarization degenerate cavity in the basis of the
neutral exciton transitions. Maximum quantum dot coupling is achieved without
cavity birefringence. This figure is published in Reference [122].
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dot system, therefore, has a cavity polarization basis and quantum dot polarization basis.
Maximum coupling of photons to exciton transitions can be accomplished in the case of
identical cavity and quantum dot basis, or when the cavity is polarization degenerate.
The latter is shown in Figure 5.9, which shows the reflection spectrum in the quantum
dot basis, denoted as H0 and V0 . The quantum dot is oriented approximately 45◦ from
the cavity basis. For either exciton transition, the coupling to the cavity mode is stronger
than in the cavity basis, evident by the higher peaks in reflectivity.

5.3

Discussion

The three contact design has proven to be successful for fine tuning the cavity polarization into degeneracy. With a radiation pattern, the oxidation produces a triangle,
which allows polarization coupling to be avoided. The fabrication process is compatible
with deterministic methods of identifying particular quantum dots prior to fabrication
We study a neutral quantum dot here, but the polarization degeneracy is also important
for spin based applications.
To conclude this chapter, the challenges in improving the tuning range are discussed,
with possible avenues of engineering devices for improved tunability. The electro-optic
tuning method battles a small linear electro-optic coefficient. Despite this, it is experimentally verified that tuning is possible within a reasonable fine tuning range relevant
for microcavities. There exists another drawback, which is the frequency pulling effect
from the second mirror. Within the effective mirror framework developed, the frequency
pulling is described by two coupled mirrors. As one mirror is pulled away from the cavity,
the second mirror follows, resulting in translational motion of the standing wave.
As noted in Section 4.1, the slope of the phase response is rooted in causality. A
drastically wider tuning range is found if the two mirrors push themselves apart. On
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the surface, the alternate tuning mode is achieved if the back mirror has the opposite
slope, however this is equivalent to there being a negative time delay, which cannot
be achieved with a standard quarter wave mirror. The phase direction can be flipped,
however, around a cavity resonance, which comes at an expense of a reduced reflectivity.
By deviating from the standard quarter wave design, the phase and reflectivity can be
modulated across the spectrum. An example of such a modification is lasers with sampled
grating mirrors [128]. Engineering mirrors with oscillations in the phase response could
prove to be a route towards increasing tunability, but it necessarily makes the mirrors
less reflective, as the phase and reflectivity are not inseparable.
From the above discussion, it is likely that in attempting to improve tunability, there
will exists tradeoffs between the reflectivity of the mirror, and its tunability. Unfortunately, applications involving cavity quantum electrodynamics with quantum dots demand that the mirrors be as highly reflecting as possible, leaving little room for additional
engineering of the phase response. More direct improvements may be obtained by decreasing the length of the spacer region, which from Equation 5.4, can increase the phase
shift. In this case the cavity resonance is not distributed over multiple nodes. It is also
clear that the linear electro-optic effect has a more drastic effect when directly applied
over the cavity region, therefore, wider tunability can be obtained if the p contact is
placed within the cavity layer itself, tuning the cavity resonance directly. Care must be
taken to avoid affecting the dots. For the later strategy, a longer cavity spacer may be
beneficial, but the mode volume would necessarily increase.

5.4

Conclusion

With the addition of an electrical control, applying an electric field over one of the
mirrors of the device, residual polarization splitting can be eliminated. The triangular
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oxide aperture is expected to align the photo-elastic and form birefringence with the
major and minor axes. Therefore, polarization mode coupling can be eliminated. With
three contacts, two control fields can be utilized to tune the quantum dot resonance and
the cavity polarization splitting. The form birefringence is utilized as a coarse control.
With the electro-optic tuning method, it is proposed that single photon sources can be
fabricated, exciting the quantum dot at arbitrary angles. This freedom could allow for
optimization of the brightness of single photon sources with resonant pulsed excitation.
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Chapter 6
Polarization Enabled Interactions
This chapter presents polarization enabled interactions. The work has been possible due
to the fabrication of polarization degenerate, or close to degenerate, microcavities. When
the cavity is polarization degenerate, the quantum dot can couple to both cavity polarizations. As discussed in previous chapters, this feature allows resonant excitation, with
cross polarization filtering, of quantum dots. Interesting phenomena arise in the quantum theory of polarized cavity-quantum dot interactions. Two main results are presented
here: Unconventional Photon Blockade (UPB), and strongly correlated photons. The experiments presented in this chapter are the result of a collaboration with the quantum
optics group at Leiden University. More details can be found in the original manuscripts
[129, 130]. UPB was additionally observed subsequently by another group of researchers
working in the microwave regime [131].

6.1

Unconventional Photon Blockade

Resonant generation of single photons in the strong coupling regime can be achieved
by means of photon blockade [32]. The non-linear Jaynes-Cummings ladder, in this
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scheme, allows resonant excitation to only one dressed state. Transitions to the higher
number rungs of the ladder are non-resonant. Photon blockade requires, strictly, the
strong coupling condition, which is difficult to achieve with microcavities.
The mechanism of UPB considers the coupling of two cavity modes by means of a
single emitter. The effect was originally proposed by Liew and Savona [132]. In particular,
the work demonstrated that strong antibunching could be observed at the output of the
system, even for relatively small Kerr nonlinearities. The method greatly relaxes the
constraint of having low cavity loss. It turns out, cavity loss is a necessary mechanism
for the observation of the effect [133].
The original work described the antibunching numerically. Bamba et. al showed that
UPB could be explained by destructive quantum interference between different excitation
pathways [134]. The theoretical framework has been further developed for multiple interactions. Input output theory has been developed [135], as well as the theory for Gaussian
squeezed states [136]. Gerace and Savona [137] showed the effect could be observed from
two cavities with a bulk material possessing a finite second-order susceptibility. A review
of UPB is given by Flayac and Savona [138].
Figure 6.1 shows the basic pathways available in a cavity with a single quantum
dot transition. Only the lowest photon number states, from zero to two, are considered
here. The conventional photon blockade effect is demonstrated in Figure 6.1 (a). Strong
coupling results in a non-linear Jaynes Cummings ladder of polariton states. A resonant
transition to the first state is non-resonant with the higher number states. Figure 6.1 (b)
demonstrates UPB. From the ground state, a photon can be excited, either in the |10i or
|01i states. In the weak coupling regime, these states can be sufficiently described by the
bare states of the cavity. The cavity, further, is considered to be polarization degenerate.
From the one photon states, the two photon states can be excited. The two photon states
can either exist in the configuration that two photons are in one polarization, or that one
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(b) Unconventional Photon blockade
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Figure 6.1: Level diagram indicating the processes of photon blockade (a) and unconventional photon blockade (b). The dressed states can be individually dressed in
the case of photon blockade, and transitions to higher rungs on the Jaynes-Cummings
ladder are non-resonant from the anharmiticity of the ladder. Unconventional photon
blockade relies on interference between the two paths provided by the polarization
degenerate cavity. This diagram is published in Reference [129].

photon is in each polarization.
From the two photon states, the system can decay back to the one photon states. The
particular pathways of interest are the two pathways to the |20i state. Post-selection with
a polarizer can select for photons emitted in this state. The presence of a strong nonlinearity, which couples both modes of the cavity, results in a relative phase shift between
the two pathways. The two pathways destructively interfere to block transitions to the
|20i state.
To study the results, the Hamiltonian from Equation 2.41 is modified to include both
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cavity polarizations and drive polarizations


1
Ĥ
= (ωl − ωH ) â†H âH + (ωl − ωV ) â†V âV + (ωl − ω0 ) σ̂+ σ̂− + g σ̂+ b̂ + σ̂− b̂†
~
2




+ ηH â†H − âH + ηV â†V − âV .

(6.1)

ωH and ωV are the resonance frequencies of the linearly polarized cavity modes, â†H and
â†V are the photon creation operators for both polarizations. ωQD is the quantum dot resonance frequency, and σ̂+ is the standard raising operator. The drive is further separated
into two polarizations with the field strengths, ηH and ηV , for the two polarizations. The
quantum dot couples to both cavity modes, depending on the angle the dot makes with
the cavity. The interaction term includes the creation operator, b̂ = âV cos φ + âH sin φ,
where φ is the relative angle between the cavity and the quantum dot.
UPB can be studied numerically using the quantum master equation in Lindblad
form, Equation 2.42, with the above Hamiltonian. The calculation of the g (2) (0) is
shown in Figure 6.2. The cross polarization condition is evident from the blue area of the
plot, which is characterized by g (2) (0) of zero. Outside of this condition, the g (2) (0) = 1,
as expected, due to the amount of coherent light leakage through the system. The
calculation also demonstrates photon bunching behavior under polarization conditions
given in the red regions.
H and V denote the cavity modes, although the cavity is polarization degenerate in
the simulation. Antibunching is expected under cross polarization, which is the typical
case for a single photon source. The origin of antibunching, classically, comes from the
fact that the photons are rotated by the quantum dot. Only photons, which undergo a
polarization rotation, are allowed through the second polarizer. Simulations in Figure
6.2 fail when the light excites one of the quantum dot axes. In this configuration there
is no polarization rotation experienced, and single photon generation does not occur. In
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UPB, antibunching occurs after post-selecting only one cavity mode, which is initially
in the vacuum state. If post-selection is not anti-aligned with the incoming light, the
output state is a mixture of light in two modes. It is possible to interpret the bunching
as a quantum interference effect, where photon pathways constructively interfere. In this
instance, one photon states are blocked, while higher number states are allowed through.
The transition of antibunched light to bunched light is a critical feature of UPB [138].
The UPB region, shown in the simulation by B, is explored experimentally. Results
are presented in Figure 6.3 for varied outgoing half wave plate and quarter wave plate
angles. The sample studied contains a residual polarization splitting of 1.6 GHz, which
is added to the theory. In Figures 6.3 (a) and (b), the mean photon number is plotted,
where the experiment and theory agree very well. The average photon number input
is 0.06. More photons are allowed through the polarizer as the output waveplates are
adjusted. In Figures 6.3 (c) and (d), g (2) (0) is plotted, again for experiment and theory,
with a close match between the two. In Figures 6.3 (e) and (f), g (2) (τ ) is plotted for the
points marked by arrows C and D, to more clearly demonstrate the transition. Taking
into account the detector jitter, g (2) (0) ∼ 0.005 is obtained.
The experiment is performed under continuous wave excitation, which allows the use
of a better formulated theory and aids in eliminating spectrally dependent rotations from
the birefringent cavity. As the UPB effect is observed away from the cavity axis, this
is a necessary condition. A polarization degenerate cavity, such as the one presented
in Chapter 5, is needed to perform pulsed UPB. In the continuous wave case, it can be
shown that the cavity polarization splitting reduces the effectiveness of the method [129].
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Figure 6.2: Simulation of g (2) (0) with various linear polarization, in and out, configurations. H and V denote the cavity polarizations. The standard single photon source
is indicated by A, where one cavity mode is excited. Unconventional photon blockade
is seen in the area pointed out by B. Both cavity modes are excited. This figure is
published in Reference [129].
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Figure 6.3: Experiment and theory of UPB in the region B, from Figure 6.2. (a) and
(b) show the mean photon number for quarter and half waveplate outputs. (c) and
(d) show g (2) (0) for the same configurations. The g (2) (τ ) function for points C and
D are shown in (e) and (f). This figure is published in Reference [129].
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Strongly Correlated Photons

In a classical description of polarization rotations, photon bunching and antibunching
are not immediately evident. A classical description was presented in Section 2.6, and
used to predict the performance of single photon sources in Section 4.3. Photon statistics
necessarily disappear in a completely classical approach. Antibunching is inferred because
the quantum dot is a single emitter, which can only emit one photon per emission lifetime.
A low g (2) (0) is expected when the coherent input light is sufficiently depressed. Photon
bunching well beyond classically expected values is demonstrated here. The work in this
section is published in [130].
UPB was demonstrated as a way to produce single photons from quantum interference
between cavity modes. It was demonstrated with UPB that both antibunching and
bunching can be produced from a two level system. Although the quantum dot is a
single emitter, the interaction of two cavity paths allows for a configuration for photons
to constructively interfere. The observed g (2) (0), can be greater than that of thermal
light sources. In the regime of very weak excitation, a very high second order correlation
function can be measured. For certain polarization conditions, a g (2) (0) > 25 is measured.
Figure 6.4 (a) presents the polarization orientations, which produce statistically different photon outputs. With co-polarized pre and post-selection, the expected coherent
output is obtained. Under cross polarization, the output is strongly antibunched due to
the interaction with a single embedded dot. Cross polarization is the typical orientation
for building a single photon source. Figure 6.4 (b) shows the transmission around the
cavity resonance, where the special polarization is shown to enhance the contrast of the
quantum dot dip. Under a special polarization angle, a strongly correlated photon output
is obtained. The value of g (2) (0) varies depending on the timing jitter of the detector.
Figure 6.4 (c) shows the g (2) (0) obtained for detectors with 500 psec jitter, 50 psec jitter,
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Figure 6.4: Strongly correlated photons as the incoming and outgoing polarization
states are altered. (a) A diagram indicating the polarization orientations. The usual
polarization orientations are represented by parallel and cross polarized output polarizers. With a special angle, bunching occurs. (b) The transmission around the cavity
resonance with parallel polarization and special angle polarization. (c) The second
order correlation function exhibiting enhanced bunching, measured with two sets of
detectors. This figure is published in Reference [130].
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and the theoretical solution. g (2) (0) = 25.7 ± 0.9 from experiment, and is expected to be
greater than 40 without detector jitter.
To understand the strong photon correlations, much greater than the classical limit,
consider that a coherent input is applied to the cavity. The standard configuration,
then, allows for a single photon to be transmitted through a cavity with a different
polarization state. If the single photon component is subtracted from the field, the result
is an intensity dependent g (2) (0). The strong correlation is achieved in a regime of very
weak excitation. In this limit, it can be assumed that three photon states and above can
be neglected. A subtraction of the one photon state produces states, with the greatest
probabilities to be in the vacuum state or the two photon state.
Both UPB, and the strongly correlated photon result, can also be discussed in terms
of general quadrature squeezing. The fundamental difference between antibunching and
sub-Poissanian light was pointed out in Chapter 2. Sub-Poissanian light can be referred
to as amplitude squeezed. The system currently studied has not been able to produce
amplitude squeezed light. However, it is discussed in detail how the system can produce
more general quadrature squeezed states [82], which in principle can be measured by
superimposing the squeezed light with the excitation laser. Use of squeezed states from
quantum dots is limited at the moment. However, a prime example of the practical use
of squeezed light comes from detecting gravitational waves [139].

6.3

Conclusion

Classically, single photon generation with resonant excitation is obtained by linear
polarization rotations induced by a single quantum dot. The interaction of a quantum dot
with a polarization degenerate cavity should, however, be most correctly described with
quantum mechanics. The generation of single photons has most simply been explained
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by quantum interference between two cavity modes. Unconventional photon blockade
has been studied in detail, and verified in our experimental system. Interesting dynamics
appear under arbitrary polarization orientations. In particular, both antibunched and
bunched photon statistics can be found from the interaction of a two-level system in a
polarization degenerate cavity. The amount of bunching can greatly exceed expected
classical results. Further studies of this system in the quantum regime may yield insight
for the design of single photon sources.
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Conclusion and Outlook
To conclude, interesting dynamics between quantum dots and multiple cavity modes
are accessible with strong enough coupling of the quantum dot to both modes. Such
interactions are studied here, where the cavity modes are the two-fold degenerate polarizations of a microcavity. The physical processes are diminished, however, as the cavity
polarization splitting is larger than the cavity width. The optimal situation is exact
polarization degeneracy. The experiments demonstrated in this thesis, which deviate
from the case of exciting one polarization, are performed with weak narrow linewidth
lasers to avoid masking the quantum dot interaction with coherent background light.
With perfectly polarization degenerate cavities, this background can be reduced. On
one hand, the performance of single photon sources can be improved because an arbitrary angle of excitation light with the quantum dot can be chosen. Experiments with
higher power and pulsed excitation may provide insight into the quantum dynamics of
the cavity-quantum dot interactions as well. Such insight may reveal avenues to improve
single photon performance.
What is contained in this thesis, is a detailed account of birefringent phenomenon in
semiconductor micropillar cavities. For cavities with a high quality factor, normally small
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birefringent mechanisms must be considered. In particular, photo-elastic and electrooptic effects dictate a polarization splitting along the major and minor crystal axis. It is
possible to reduce strain related birefringence with extremely careful fabrication practices.
However, the linear electro-optic effect remains unavoidable because doping and electrical
control of the quantum dot resonance is always required. A coarse compensation can be
utilized with the form birefringence of an aperture, or mesa shape in an air guided pillar.
Asymmetrical apertures may further be required to avoid polarization mode coupling.
At the end of the day, the polarization splitting needs to be controlled within ∼GHz.
Such a tolerance cannot be obtained in fabricated devices without a method of fine tuning.
At least one new method was developed for the work of this thesis. It was shown that
complete polarization degeneracy can be achieved with an additional electrical contact
placed on top of the device. The quantum dot resonance and polarization splitting are
independently tuned. The electro-optic tuning method is simple. Only one additional
contact is deposited, and the additional fabrication steps are non-invasive to the rest of
the process. With the knowledge contained here, I remain hopeful that improvements
can be made to the electro-optic tuning method. Additional methods of fine tuning the
polarization splitting, such as the utilization of the photo-elastic behavior, may also be
possible.
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A.1

Process Flow

In order to use the electro-optic polarization tuning method, an ITO top contact layer
must be deposited on the top of the device. It is best to deposit the ITO layer first. It
is possible to perform the liftoff recipe after the etch if desired. The recipe developed is
for liftoff of ITO. A hot HCl etch wet etch, or dry methane etch, can be used otherwise
to pattern the ITO. The rest of the process is standard for VCSEL fabrication. The N
and P etches can be performed in either order, same for the N and P metallizations.
The general order of the process, though, should be followed. The metal recipes are not
compatible with oxidation in the furnace. It is best to have both contacts deposited
before the last anneal.
• ITO Liftoff
• N and P etches
• Oxide Aperture
• N and P Metalizations
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• Rapid Thermal Anneal
ITO liftoff
• Solvent clean: Acetone, Isopropanol, blow dry
• Bake at 115◦ C for 5 minutes
• Spin NR9-1000PY at 3000 rpm
• Softbake at 150 ◦ C for 60 seconds
• Expose for 1 minute 30 seconds
• Post Exposure Bake at 100 ◦ C for 60 seconds
• Develop for 10 seconds in AZ300 MIF
• DI rinse
• Deposit 40nm ITO. Start at 0.1Å/second. Ramp to 1Å/second
• Liftoff in NMP for 3 hours
• Solvent clean: Isopropanol, blow dry
• Gasonics recipe 3, 3 times 90 seconds
• Anneal in RTA, 1 hour at 200◦ C in N2
N/P Etch
• Solvent clean: Acetone, Isopropanol, blow dry
• Bake at 115◦ C for 5 minutes
• Spin on AZ4330 at 3000 rpm
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• Softbake at 95◦ C for 60 seconds
• Expose for 25 seconds
• Develop in AZ 400K 1:4, about 1 minute 30 seconds
• DI rinse
• Monitored NEtch/PEtch
• Immediate DI Rinse
• Liftoff in NMP for 3 hours
• Solvent clean: Isopropanol, blow dry
• Gasonics recipe 3, 3 times 90 seconds
Oxide
• NH4 OH clean 20 seconds, blow dry immediately before furnace
• Wet oxidation in Lindberg furnace, 420◦ C, 8 sccm, 80◦ C probe temperature
• Wet etch calibration dies in H3 PO4 :H2 02 :DI 1:1:10, typically 8 minutes
N/P/ITO Metal
• Solvent clean: Acetone, Isopropanol, blow dry
• Bake at 115◦ C for 5 minutes
• Spin on NR9-6000PY at 3000 rpm
• Softbake at 150◦ C for 1 minute
• Expose for 1 minute
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• Post Exposure Bake at 100 ◦ C for 60 seconds
• Develop in AZ300 MIF for 30 seconds
• DI rinse
• Ash in PEII for 20 seconds
• 1:4 HCl:DI clean 20 seconds immediately before deposition
• Deposit metal
• Liftoff in NMP for 3 hours
• Solvent clean: Isopropanol, blow dry
Anneal
• RTA 410◦ C for 30 seconds in Forming Gas

A.2

N and P Etch

The dry etch for the N and P contact etch steps are performed in ICP 2. Flow rates
are as follows: BCl3 /Cl2 /N2 15/15/10. The etch is performed at a pressure of 0.4, and
ICP power and forward bias are given by 900/100W succesfully.
ICP 2 has a laser reflectivity monitor, which is used to monitor the etch depth during
the process. Figure A.1 shows the simulated reflectivity as a function of etch depth.
The thicker contact regions exhibit a rising amplitude in the oscillatory pattern. Besides
counting the number of oscillations, the patterns of amplitude can be used to stop the
etch in the correct place.
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Figure A.1: Simulated reflectivity as a function of etch depth for the ICP etch monitoring system.
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Metallizations

N metal: Deposit Ni/AuGe/Ag/Au 50/ 800/1000/5000Å. The N metal deposition is
typically performed in E Beam 1, evaporating 1 pellot of eutectic AuGe entirely. Ag can
be optional, but may be desirable if wire bonding issues arrise. The use of Ag has been
reported to be a succesful barrier layer in Ohmic contacts to GaAs [140, 141].
P metal: Deposit Ti/Pt/Au 100/200/5000Å. Typically done in E Beam 3.
Top ITO metal: Deposit Cr/Ni/Au 250/200/5000Å. Typically done in E Beam 3.
Fabricated chips are cleaved in a Loomis cleaver. After mounting, Au wires are
bonded to the contact pads in a wedge bonder. The Au-Au bond typically requires heat.
A temperature of 150◦ C is a reasonable temperature. Ag-Au bonds, however, can be
done without heat.
The main text of the thesis featured a standard chip carrier (Evergreen Semiconductor) with bond pads. Regular submounts have also been fabricated on Alumina or
AlN substrates. The wedge bond requires a positive height difference between sample
and bond pad for optimal performance. The constraint can be alleviated with a ball
bonder. Additional pieces of substrate, with evaporated bond pads, can be glued to the
submount. PCB boards with specified wire layouts can also be glued to a submount,
providing a convenient bonding pad. Varnish or epoxy can be used as an adhesive. To
avoid damage to samples, the following packaging order is recommended: Solder wires
to submount or carrier, mount the sample, Ash sample, then perform wire bonding. It is
recommended to perform an ash in PE-II immediately before wire bonding. For extreme
precaution, the electrical instruments should be powered and set to 0 V when connecting
the device, and should remain on at all times. Precautions against static discharge are
also recommended.
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Electrical Properties
B.1

IV Curves

Devices are initially tested electrically by verifying their current-voltage (I-V) curves.
The I-V curves give the first indication of the quality of a device, both electrically, but
also optically, as low quality material allows for undesirable current in the device. The pi-n junction design produces diode-like characteristics. In forward bias, the bands flatten
and decrease the potential barrier in the device so that carriers can flow. The turn-on
voltage should appear at around 1 V. At low temperature, the turn-on voltage should
be higher. In reverse bias, the potential barrier in the device increases, but eventually
carriers can tunnel through, leading to a reverse bias breakdown. An example I-V curve
is shown in Figure B.1.
Different heterostructure designs have been used to provide better charging capabilities of quantum dots. Two such designs include the AlGaAs tunnel barrer [142], and the
p-i-n-i-n structure [143]. An AlGaAs tunnel barrier design has been implemented in our
group. The tunnel barrier can greatly reduce the amount of current flowing through a
device and increase the tuning range of a quantum dot. Figure B.2 shows an I-V curve
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with a tunnel barrier. The I-V curve for the tunnel barrier deomonstrates a greater-turn
on voltage, as well as greater reverse breakdown voltage, compared to the other devices.
The total amount of current is also greatly reduced.
I-V curves also indicate the quality of electro-optic tuning devices. Typically, the I-V
curve is measured from the top contact to the buried p contact. A very large voltage
can be applied to devices without drawing current. An I-V curve for a device, measured
from the top contact to the p contact is shown in Figure B.3. Good polarization tunable
devices can operate with up to 50 V in forward bias at low temperature, with only a few
µA being drawn. Including the reverse bias, up to 80 V tuning range can be achieved.
Results in publications are performed using a 27 nm tunnel barrier. Enhanced performance is expected with a 27 nm AlGaAs tunnel barrier. The two structures, from n
contact layer are indicated in the table below. Exact growth layers can be found in [88].
Layer

27 nm Tunnel Barrier

AlGaAs Barrier

i-GaAs
i-InGaAs QDs
i-GaAs Tunnel Barrier
i-AlGaAs Tunnel Barrer
i-GaAs
n-GaAs

15
1.6
NA
NA
27
50.3

15
1.6
5
21.8
5
47.3
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Figure B.1: IV curve of a microcavity device, from the p contact to the n contact, at
room temperature and 6 Kelvin.
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Figure B.2: IV curve of a microcavity device, from the p contact to the n contact
including the tunnel barrier, at room temperature and 6 Kelvin.
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Figure B.3: IV curve of a polarization tunable microcavity device, from the ITO
contact to the p contact, at room temperature and 6 Kelvin.
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